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Abstract

Customs data reveal the heterogeneity and granularity of relationships among buy-

ers and sellers, showing how more exports to a destination break down into more firms

selling there and more buyers per exporter. We develop a quantitative general equilib-

rium model of firm-to-firm matching that builds on this insight to separate the roles of

iceberg costs and matching frictions in gravity. In the cross section, we find matching

frictions as important as iceberg costs in impeding trade, and more sensitive to distance.

Because domestic and imported intermediates compete directly with labor in perform-

ing production tasks, our model also fits the heterogeneity of labor shares across French

producers. Applying the framework to the 2004 expansion of the European Union, re-

duced iceberg costs and reduced matching frictions contributed equally to the increase in

French exports to the new members. While workers benefited overall, those competing

most directly with imports gained less, even losing in some countries entering the EU.
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1 Introduction

What are the frictions hampering exchange over greater distance and to what extent do goods

procured abroad compete with local workers? Limitations on data restricted early work on

these long-standing questions to the sectoral and then to the firm level. Recent access to

data on firm-to-firm transactions delivers fresh evidence about international exchange and

employment and invites new modeling to understand them.1

We exploit French customs records to decompose trade not only into the number of ex-

porters to a market and their sales there, but also into their number of buyers. We can then

focus on the individual buyer-seller relationship as the most fundamental unit of observation.

One finding is that a country’s larger sales to a destination involve not only more exporters,

but more buyers per exporter.

While a few exporters have more than 100 buyers in a destination, most firms engage in only

a small number of bilateral relationships. Confronting this granularity leads us to abandon

anonymous market interaction in favor of firm-to-firm matching. We extend the Diamond-

Mortensen-Pissarides job-creation framework to capture the granular yet polygamous nature

of firm-to-firm encounters in international markets.2

Trade models have explained gravity, the decline of trade with distance, with the iceberg

assumption of Samuelson (1954): Transporting goods over greater distances is costly. The

matching framework suggests an alternative explanation proposed by Chaney (2014): Meeting

trade partners farther away is hard.

Our model implies that, compared with lower iceberg costs, lower matching frictions raise

buyers-per-exporter more than the number of exporters. We can thus disentangle the contri-

butions of iceberg costs and matching frictions to gravity. Matching frictions are as powerful

as icebergs in explaining the data, and are even more sensitive to distance. We find firms

connect more readily in large markets, suggesting increasing returns to scale in matching.

To produce, the firms in our model need to execute a finite number of tasks, which can

be performed either by their employees or with an input produced by another firm, as in

1Bernard and Moxnes (2018) survey the first wave of this literature. Blum et al. (2018), using customs data
from South America, is an early contribution. Recent studies have explored data on domestic firm-to-firm
transactions across locations, within Belgium (Dhyne et al. (2020)), Japan (Fujii et al. (2017), Furusawa et al.
(2017), Bernard et al. (2019), Miyauchi (2023)), Turkey (Demir et al. (2023a)), India (Panigrahi (2021)), and
Chile (Arkolakis et al. (2021)).

2See Diamond (1982) and Mortensen and Pissarides (1994).
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Garetto (2013).3 A producer’s luck in finding inputs thus generates heterogeneity not only in

its number of suppliers but also in its use of labor. Our matching framework can replicate the

vast heterogeneity in labor shares across French manufacturers.

In this setting firms are heterogeneous not only in their underlying efficiency, but in their

relationships with suppliers and customers. Better luck in finding cheap suppliers upstream

lowers cost downstream, enabling a firm to attract more buyers. In this sense our model

resembles Oberfield (2018)’s theory of endogenous buyer-seller networks. We differ in that

producers in our model have multiple tasks to perform, and can use either labor or inputs from

another firm to perform them. While capturing this rich diversity in firm-level outcomes, our

model, like Oberfield’s, delivers a solution for the fixed point of firm-to-firm interactions and

the consequent distribution of costs. The result is a tractable general equilibrium framework

that we can connect with aggregate data on production, trade, and employment.

Our model explains how some workers are more vulnerable to foreign competition than

others. We allow different types of labor to specialize in different types of tasks. When a

type of task is more easily outsourced, the corresponding type of labor is more susceptible to

displacement by imports. We apply our framework to analyze the distribution of income across

different types of labor, distinguished in the data by educational attainment. Across a wide

range of countries, the most educated workers, specializing in managerial tasks, benefit the

most from lower trade barriers while the least educated, specializing in unskilled production

tasks most readily replaced by intermediates, may actually suffer.

Previous work has confronted a number of facts about the export participation of indi-

vidual firms. Models developed to explain these facts, including our own, Eaton et al. (2011)

(henceforth EKK), rely on firm heterogeneity in efficiency, monopolistic competition, and fixed

entry costs, as pioneered by Melitz (2003). Our matching framework explains all of these ear-

lier facts along with new ones revealed by the firm-to-firm data. Profits and fixed costs play

no role.4

Subsequent work explains firm-to-firm transactions with a fixed cost to individual relation-

3A task-based approach to modeling production is not new to the trade literature. See Feenstra and Hanson
(1996) and Grossman and Rossi-Hansberg (2008). It also plays a prominent role in the labor literature as
described by Acemoglu and Autor (2011). To reflect the heterogeneity in our data we assume, in contrast to
these papers, that production involves only an integer number of tasks.

4EKK relied on a set of destination-specific entry and demand shocks to explain heterogeneity in a firm’s
participation across different markets and on the Arkolakis (2010) specification of entry costs to explain why
a firm might sell very little in an individual market. Our analysis here explains these facts via a firm’s luck in
attracting buyers in a destination.
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ships rather than to market entry overall. Contributions are Bernard et al. (2018), Furusawa

et al. (2017), Lim (2021), Bernard et al. (2022), and Arkolakis et al. (2021).5 In these models

production requires a continuum of intermediate inputs. They thus shut down (i) direct com-

petition between outside suppliers and in-house production and (ii) random sourcing outcomes

as a driver of firm heterogeneity, both of which play a central role in our analysis.

Several recent papers follow the same granular approach as ours. Lenoir et al. (2022),

exploiting the product dimension of the French Customs data, use a Ricardian variant of the

model here to uncover differences in matching frictions across sectors. Miyauchi (2023), in a

dynamic framework, models turnover of suppliers across regions of Japan. On the basis of how

fast a producer replaces a lost supplier, he estimates increasing returns to scale in matching,

as we find here. Panigrahi (2021) models how the network of firm-to-firm links within and

across Indian states shapes the size distribution of firms.6

We proceed as follows. Section 2 discusses the evidence. Section 3 presents our model of

firm-to-firm trade, with Section 4 analyzing its implications for the observations discussed in

Section 2. Section 5 describes our procedure for estimating the model, reporting the results and

their implications. Section 6 examines two applications of our analysis. Section 7 concludes.

2 Evidence

Here we present basic moments from three different data sources that motivate our theory in

Section 3. We use moments from these data to estimate our model in Section 5.

2.1 The Exporter Margin

Existing work on firm-level participation in trade has overwhelmingly focused on exporters

and we pick up on this analysis here. A first-order question is how a country’s exports to

a destination decompose into how many firms sell there and how much each firm sells. We

reexamine this breakdown using the OECD’s “Trade by Enterprise Characteristics” (TEC),

which report the number of firms engaged in bilateral trade within the EU, either as exporters

5The last paper introduces firm-to-firm matching through advertising similar to the quality-compatibility
framework of Demir et al. (2023a). This framework delivers an extensive margin of buyer-seller relationships
but not of firm entry or selection.

6Eaton et al. (2021, 2022) develop dynamic partial-equilibrium frameworks of granular firm-to-firm search
and matching, exploiting customs records for U.S. imports of manufactures from Colombia and apparel from
China.
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or as importers.

Narrowing our analysis to exporters in the industry and wholesale sectors, for each of the

27 EU destinations we calculate, using data for 2012, the exporter count share as the number

of exporters from each other EU source as a share of all EU firms exporting there.7 We then

calculate the corresponding exporter value share as the value of exports from each other EU

source as a share of total EU exports to that destination.8 Figure 1 plots the exporter count

share against the exporter value share. (Figures 1-5 are on log-log scales.) Not surprisingly,

the two shares are highly correlated, with a slope of 0.86 and a standard error of 0.01.

Figure 1: Exporter count shares vs. exporter value shares

If exporter value share was totally determined by the number of firms exporting, the slope

would be 1. That the slope is only 0.86 means that a country with a larger value share in

a destination has, on average, more firms selling there, with each firm also selling more. In

our model, bilateral matching frictions account for both the slope of this relationship and its

imperfect fit.

2.2 The Importer and Relationship Margins

In focusing on firm-to-firm trade we probe further into how an exporter’s sales in a destination

decompose into how many buyers it has and how much each one buys.

For this purpose we turn to French Customs data for 2005, which report the sales of

manufactures by each French exporter to individual buyers in each of 24 EU destinations. We

7Appendix A.1 describes how we construct these data. Because the quality and detail of the TEC data
have improved over time, we use data for 2012 rather than for 2005, the year of our French firm-to-firm data
described next.

8Appendix A.4 explains the construction of the value share measure from the World Input-Output Database
(WIOD). See Timmer et al. (2015).
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limit ourselves to exporters we regard as producers, i.e., in either manufacturing or wholesale.9

Some definitions and identities deliver some basic moments.

In the aggregate we observe destination n’s total absorption of manufactured goods (pur-

chases from producers), XP
n , which we call its market size, and its absorption of manufactures

from France, XP
nF .10 The ratio gives us what we call French market share, πnF = XP

nF/X
P
n .

At the firm level we observe the number NnF of French exporters to destination n and the

average number b̄nF of buyers per French exporter there. We also observe the number FnF of

buyers from French exporters in destination n and the average number s̄nF of French sellers

per buyer there. Multiplying either of these two pairs together gives us the number RnF of

what we call relationships between French exporters and their buyers in n:

RnF = NnF b̄nF = FnF s̄nF .

Finally, observing average sales x̄nF per relationship with a French exporter, we decompose

French exports to n into sales per relationship and number of relationships XP
nF = RnF x̄nF .

Table 1 reports the results of regressing RnF , x̄nF , NnF , b̄nF , FnF , and s̄nF on market

size and French market share (all in logs). The first regression shows that the number of

relationships RnF in a market varies with an elasticity of 0.81 with respect to market size and

nearly in proportion to market share. The R2 is 0.92. Contrasting column 1 with column 2,

relationships, rather than sales per relationship, account for the bulk of the variation in total

French exports.

The remaining four columns report the two ways of decomposing relationships. On the

sellers’ side, the number of French exporters (in column 3) accounts for over half of the

variation with respect to market size and nearly two thirds of the variation with respect to

market share.11 Buyers per exporter in column 4 account for the remaining variation. On

the buyers’ side, the number of buyers (column 5), rather than French exporters per buyer

(column 6), account for most of the variation in relationships.

9In this second dataset we lose France as a destination since the firm-to-firm data from French Customs
don’t record domestic buyers. We lose Bulgaria and Romania as destinations since they didn’t join the EU
until 2007. Appendix A.2 describes how we construct these data.

10We take XP
nF as the summation over producers in the French firm-to-firm data and XP

n from WIOD, for
2005, as described in Appendix A.4.

11EKK perform the same regression as in column 3 using French data from 1986 with 112 foreign destinations.
Coefficients on both market size and market share are somewhat larger. Bernard, Moxnes, and Ulltveit-Moe
(2018) perform decompositions similar to ours using data on Norwegian exporters, with similar results. See
their Figures 1 and 2 in particular.
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Table 1
French Firm Entry into EU Destinations

lnRnF ln x̄nF lnNnF ln b̄nF lnFnF ln s̄nF
constant -2.80 2.80 -1.39 -1.41 -4.38 1.58

(0.99) (0.99) (0.59) (0.55) (0.87) (0.24)
market size 0.81 0.19 0.47 0.34 0.83 -0.02

(0.06) (0.06) (0.04) (0.03) (0.05) (0.01)
French market share 1.02 -0.02 0.64 0.38 0.85 0.17

(0.19) (0.19) (0.11) (0.11) (0.17) (0.05)
Number of Observations 24 24 24 24 24 24
R2 0.92 0.33 0.91 0.86 0.93 0.40

Figure 2: French entry and market size

(a) relationships (b) exporters

(c) buyers per French exporter (d) French exporters per buyer
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Figure 3: Number of partners (50th and 99th percentiles) and market size

(a) buyers per French exporter (b) French exporters per buyer

Illustrating the second row of Table 1, Figure 2 plots relationshipsRnF , number of exporters

NnF , buyers per French exporter b̄nF , and French exporters per buyer s̄nF against market size.

The slopes are in line with the regression coefficients.12

The mean number of buyers per French exporter or French exporters per buyer masks vast

heterogeneity across firms within a destination. Figure 3 shows that the median (x) is just 1

in most destinations, while the 99th percentile (∗) slopes similarly to the mean.

To illustrate further the enormous diversity in the size of individual exporters and importers

we turn to Germany, the largest EU market. The x in Figure 4a plots the distribution of

French exporters to Germany (on the y-axis) by their number of German buyers (on the

x-axis). The distribution has a mode of 1, generally declines, and has a long upper tail.

Switching perspectives, Figure 4b shows the distribution of German importers from France

(y-axis) by their number of French sellers (x-axis). The shape is similar but steeper.

2.3 Correlation across Destinations

A French exporter’s number of buyers in a destination correlates with its export activity

elsewhere. The x in Figure 4c plots on the y-axis the average number of buyers in Germany of

a French firm that also exports to the market indicated by the three-letter abbreviation. The

x-axis reports the number of such French exporters to both Germany and that other market.

Where the destination is DEU (Germany itself) the figure simply reports the average number

of buyers per seller from Figure 2c (about 11) against the total number of French exporters to

12Luxembourg and Belgium, with their large French market share, are notable positive outliers. (Table 8
reports our country codes.)
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Figure 4: German buyers and French sellers

(a) frequency of German buyers per seller (b) frequency of sellers per German buyer

(c) buyers per seller also exporting elsewhere (d) sales ratio (x̄nF |n′/x̄nF ) in n = Germany

Germany (around 20,000). But for the roughly 1,300 that also export to Estonia (the second

least popular alternative destination), the average number of buyers in Germany is nearly 40.

As the number selling to the third market declines, the average number of buyers per exporter

in Germany rises: French firms that succeed in penetrating a less popular market typically

succeed in finding more buyers in Germany.

Just as a French firm that also penetrates a less popular market finds more customers in

Germany, it also sells more to each of those German customers. We denote the average sales

per relationship in n of a French firm also selling in market n′ as x̄nF |n′ . The x in Figure 4d

plots the ratio x̄nF |n′/x̄nF on the y-axis, where n is Germany and n′ the indicated country,

against the number of firms selling both to Germany and to destination n′, on the x-axis.

As in Figure 4c, the relationship is downward sloping: As fewer firms sell to the firm’s other

destination, the French firm sells more per customer in Germany.
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Figure 5: French exporters

(a) by number of EU destinations (b) by number of EU buyers

Stepping back from Germany, how many destinations do our 30,787 French exporters sell

to? The x in Figure 5a plots the frequency of French exporters by their number of EU export

destinations. Nearly 6,000 (20 percent) export to just one destination, but they account for

less than 2 percent of the value of French exports to the EU. The distribution is monotonically

decreasing, with only 21 firms exporting to all 24 destinations. Exporting to a destination

indicates that the French firm has at least one buyer there, but not how many. The x in

Figure 5b plots the frequency of French exporters by their total number of individual buyers

across the EU. Nearly 4,000 (13 percent) sell to only one buyer while 57 have over 1,000.

Does a French exporter that sells to more buyers in a destination sell more to a typical

buyer? Looking at the nearly 25,000 that sell in at least two destinations, a regression of a

firm’s average sales per buyer in a destination against its number of buyers in that destination

(both in logs, with destination and firm fixed effects) yields a coefficient of 0.11 (s.e. 0.005):

Popularity in a destination in terms of more buyers translates into selling more on average to

each buyer, with an elasticity just over 0.1.

2.4 Labor Margins

Our analysis relates firms’ sourcing of inputs from different suppliers to their hiring of different

types of labor. Standard general equilibrium models treat the production function as common

across categories of firms, with the prediction that firms in the same category facing common

factor prices in competitive input markets employ inputs in the same proportion.

We pursue an alternative approach in which heterogeneous labor shares emerge endoge-
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Figure 6: Distribution of labor shares in production costs

(a) skilled labor (b) unskilled labor

neously through randomness in firms’ access to intermediates. We motive this approach with

evidence from the Declaration Annuelle des Données Sociales (DADS) for 2005. We measure

payments to production labor by French manufacturing firms as a fraction of their total vari-

able costs, defined as the sum of intermediate purchases and payments to production labor.

The distribution of the share of skilled production workers across manufacturing firms appears

in Figure 6a and of unskilled production workers in Figure 6b. Both shares show enormous

heterogeneity. For skilled workers the share varies from 0 at the 20th percentile to 55 percent

at the 99th. For unskilled workers the share varies from 0 at the 45th percentile to 37 percent

at the 99th.

3 A Model of Firm-to-Firm Trade

To understand these facts, which concern production and trade in goods, our model focuses

on the goods sector. We incorporate services later to provide a general equilibrium closure.

Our world has i = 1, 2, ...,N countries, each with Lli workers of type l ∈ ΩL.

3.1 Producers

As in Melitz (2003), Chaney (2008), and EKK, firms produce differentiated goods with het-

erogeneous efficiency. We adopt the iceberg assumption that delivering one unit of any good

to destination n requires producer j in country i to ship dni units (with dni ≥ 1 and dii = 1).

In addition, in delivering to market n firm j has a market-specific unit cost shock of δn(j).
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Thus a potential producer j located in country i with efficiency z(j) and input cost Ci(j) can

deliver its good to destination n at unit cost:

cni(j) = δn(j)c̄ni(j) = δn(j)
dniCi(j)

z(j)
, (1)

where c̄ni(j) is j’s core cost in market n and δn(j) its idiosyncratic cost there. We treat id-

iosyncratic costs as independent across j and n. Core costs generate correlation in a producer’s

costs across markets, through z(j) and Ci(j), while idiosyncratic costs generate heterogeneity

in cost realizations across destinations.

We expand on the previous literature by allowing producers also to differ in their luck

in procuring inputs, so pay different input costs Ci(j). We model this additional source of

producer heterogeneity as follows. Production requires performing K + 1 types of tasks, with

each type k = 0, 1, ..., K having a Cobb-Douglas share βk,i. (By constant returns to scale, the

βk,i sum to one across k for each i. To accommodate the data, we allow some parameters,

such as these shares, to vary by country.) Within each type, individual tasks combine with

an elasticity of substitution σ. Each producer j has m(j) tasks per type (for simplicity, the

same for each type). Its cost of performing any particular task ω is given by ck,i(j, ω). Hence

we can write producer j’s input cost as:

Ci(j) = gi(m(j))
K∏
k=0


m(j)∑

ω=1

ck,i(j, ω)−(σ−1)

−1/(σ−1)

βk,i

. (2)

The term gi(m), derived below, serves to kill the love-of-variety effect of m on unit cost.13

We now address the firm’s cost of performing each of its tasks, the ck,i(j, ω). A task can

be performed either in house by the appropriate type of labor, l(k), or with an input made by

another producer. The labor required to perform the task in house is ak(j, ω). From producer

j’s perspective, the appropriate type of labor and the available inputs from other producers

are perfect substitutes for performing a given task. It chooses whichever is cheapest.

Producers hire labor in a standard Walrasian market in which labor of type l in country

13Heterogeneity in the number of tasks per type accommodates the vast heterogeneity in firms’ numbers
of suppliers. An elasticity of substitution greater than one among tasks explains why a given buyer tends to
spend more when buying from a low-cost seller. Section 4.2 of Eaton and Kortum (2023) presents a stripped
down version with m = 1, K = 2 (hence Cobb-Douglas), with the first task using only labor, the second only
an intermediate, and δn(j) = 1.
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i has a wage wli. Given the mapping l(k) between types of tasks and types of workers, we

define the wage for a task of type k in country i as wk,i = w
l(k)
i .

In finding intermediates, however, a buyer meets only an integer number of potential

suppliers. In purchasing an intermediate, the buyer pays the seller’s unit cost.14

To summarize, the βk,i’s are common across producers within a country while the number

of types of tasks K + 1 and σ are universal. Producers differ exogenously in their overall

efficiency z(j), the number of tasks m(j) they require of each type, labor required to perform

each task ak(j, ω), and their idiosyncratic shocks in each market δn(j). Differences across

producers in unit cost derive not only from these exogenous sources of variation, but also

from their fortune in finding suppliers.

To derive a closed form solution for the distribution of costs, we impose four restrictions

on the exogenous sources of producer heterogeneity. First, following EKK, country i has a

measure of potential producers with efficiency z(j) ≥ z given by:

µZi (z) = Tiz
−θ, (3)

where Ti ≥ 0 reflects the magnitude of country i’s endowment of technologies and θ ≥ 0 their

similarities. Second, the idiosyncratic costs δn(j) are drawn from a probability distribution

D(δ) independently across destinations and producers. Third, the probability that a producer

has m(j) tasks per type is p(m), with mean m̄, independent across producers. Fourth, labor

requirements ak(j, ω) are drawn from a probability distribution F (a) independently across

location i, producer j, type of task k, and task ω.

3.2 Retailers

Production would have no point if all output simply served as input into further production.

To give producers purpose, we introduce another type of firm, a retailer, which buys from

producers (both domestic and foreign) but sells only locally to households and firms in the

service sector.

14A justification is that the buyer and seller engage in Nash bargaining, with the buyer having all the
bargaining power. An implication is that there are no variable profits. Our model thus can’t accommodate
fixed costs, either of market entry as in Melitz (2003) or in accessing markets for inputs, as in Bernard, Moxnes,
and Ulltveit-Moe (2018) or Antràs et al. (2017). An alternative, which would allow for variable profits and
hence fixed costs, is Bertrand pricing. While we found this alternative analytically tractable, we deemed the
added complexity not worth the benefit.
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Retailers have the same input structure as producers, and have unit cost given by (2). They

have the same distribution of labor productivity F (a) across tasks and the same distribution

of tasks per type p(m). (Since their relative size plays no role in our model, we assign retailers

a common efficiency z = 1.)

We treat the measure FR
i of retailers in country i as exogenous. Sales of individual retailers

combine into a CES retail aggregate, with elasticity of substitution σ′.

3.3 Buyer-Seller Matching

Unlike the measure of retailers, the measure F P
i of producers is the endogenous outcome of

random matching between a producer as a potential seller and either another producer or

a retailer as a potential buyer. Even though there are a continuum of possible sellers and

buyers, an individual seller matches with only an integer number of potential buyers and, for

any task, an individual buyer matches with only an integer number of potential sellers. Hence

random matching allows us to reconcile smooth aggregate magnitudes with granularity at the

firm level.

A potential producer can be a buyer only if it is active in having, itself, found at least one

buyer. We derive the measure F P
n of active producers, which we call firms, in Section 3.5. Our

assumptions imply that whether a producer is active or not doesn’t depend on its m. Hence

the total measure of firms, including retailers, is Fn = F P
n +FR

n . Since the average number of

tasks of each type is m̄, the measure of potential buyers in market n per type of task is:

Bn = m̄Fn. (4)

We now turn to the specification of firm-to-firm matching that underlies our analysis. For

a task of type k, the intensity with which a given buyer (either a producer or retailer) in n

meets a given producer from i that can deliver at unit cost c is:

λk,ni(c) = λkλniB
−ϕ
n Sn(c)−γ. (5)

The parameter λni, which we call bilateral matching intensity, reflects the ease with which

buyers in n match with sellers from i. The parameter λk reflects the ease with which a buyer

can find a supplier for a task of type k. We normalize the λk’s to sum to 1. The remaining

terms in (5) require more explanation.
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The matching literature (e.g., Mortensen and Pissarides, 1994; Petrongolo and Pissarides,

2001) typically posits that, as the measure of buyers and sellers in a market increases, the

likelihood of a match between any given buyer and seller falls. The parameter ϕ ≥ 0 in (5)

captures such a “congestion effect” on the buyers’ side, governing the extent to which buyers

crowd each other out in meeting sellers.

To characterize seller congestion we introduce the measure of potential producers in n from

i with unit cost below c, µni(c). The presence of sellers with unit cost below c in market n is

then:

Sn(c) =
N∑
i=1

λniµni(c). (6)

The parameter γ ∈ [0, 1) in (5) governs the extent to which low-cost sellers in n crowd out

those with higher costs.

Our specification (5) of matching intensity embodies two asymmetries in the treatment

of buyers and sellers. First, only active producers in need of inputs contribute as buyers

to congestion in matching, while all potential producers, whether they make a sale or not,

contribute as sellers to congestion in matching. Second, all buyers contribute to congestion

symmetrically, while sellers congest only matches involving higher cost sellers, giving lower-

cost sellers an advantage in matching.15

An implication of (5) is that, for a task of type k, the number of encounters between buyers

in destination n and a given seller from source i with unit cost exactly c is distributed Poisson

with parameter:

ek,ni(c) = λk,ni(c)Bn = λkλniB
1−ϕ
n Sn(c)−γ. (7)

This equation delivers the following expression for the measure of matches between buyers in

n and sellers from anywhere with unit cost below c for a task of type k:

Mk,n(c) =
∑
i

∫ c

0

ek,ni(c
′)dµni(c

′) =
λk

1− γ
B1−ϕ
n Sn(c)1−γ. (8)

The measure of matches is a Cobb-Douglas combination of seller and buyer presence.16 The

sum ϕ + γ governs (negatively) returns to scale in matching, with a value of 1 implying

15We find it more natural to allow potential as well as active sellers to contribute to congestion, but the
measure of all potential suppliers is unbounded. Limiting congestion to only lower cost competitors eliminates
this problem.

16Equation (8) resembles standard formulations of the matching function in the labor literature, as reviewed
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constant returns.

Consider now a buyer in n seeking the cheapest input for a task of type k. From (8), the

number of quotes below price c that it receives is distributed Poisson with parameter:

ρk,n(c) =
Mk,n(c)

Bn

=
λk

1− γ
B−ϕn Sn(c)1−γ. (9)

Evaluating the Poisson distribution at zero, the probability that the buyer encounters no

supplier with unit cost below c is e−ρk,n(c). Buyer j can also perform task ω with labor at unit

cost ak(j, ω)wk,n, which exceeds c with probability 1 − F (c/wk,n). Since the two events are

independent, the distribution of the lowest cost to fulfill such a task is:

Gk,n(c) = 1− e−ρk,n(c) [1− F (c/wk,n)] , (10)

i.e., the probability that the buyer can perform the task at cost below c is one minus the

probability that it can’t perform the task with an intermediate or labor at cost below c.

3.4 Deriving the Cost Distribution

We define the measure of potential producers in i with core cost below c̄ in serving the home

market as µ̄ii(c̄). Conditioning on those with input cost Ci, the measure that can deliver at

home at core cost below c̄, using equations (1) and (3), is

µ̄ii(c̄|Ci) = µZi

(
Ci
c̄

)
= TiC

−θ
i c̄θ.

Using (2) for Ci, integrating out its components using (10), and summing over the distribution

of m, the measure of potential producers from i that can produce at core cost below c̄ is:

µ̄ii(c̄) = TiΞic̄
θ;

Ξi =
∑
m

p(m)

gi(m)θ

∏
k

∫ ∞
0

...

∫ ∞
0

(
m∑
ω=1

c−(σ−1)
ω

)θβk,i/(σ−1)

dGk,i(c1)...dGk,i(cm).
(11)

by Petrongolo and Pissarides (2001). It follows from:∑
i

∫ c

0

ek,ni(c
′)dµni(c

′) = λkB
1−ϕ
n

∫ c

0

Sn(c′)−γ
∑
i

λnidµni(c
′) = λkB

1−ϕ
n

∫ c

0

Sn(c′)−γdSn(c′),

and then a change of variable from c′ to Sn(c′).
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In a simple variant with one type of labor (with wage wi) and all tasks using only labor,

the term Ξi collapses to a constant times w−θi , as in a standard Ricardian model. In our

model, with multiple types of labor and intermediates sourced through matching, the term Ξi

summarizes how wages, matching frictions, and iceberg costs jointly govern the distribution

of input costs of firms producing in country i.

We use (11) to derive an expression for µni(c), the measure of sellers in n from i with unit

cost below c. Accounting for the iceberg cost of delivering to market n and integrating over

the distribution of idiosyncratic costs gives:

µni(c) =

∫
µ̄ii (c/(dniδ)) dD(δ) = d−θni TiΞic

θ, (12)

where we’ve normalized: ∫
δ−θdD(δ) = 1.

With this expression for µni(c), we can write the presence of sellers in market n with unit

cost below c, expression (6), as:

Sn(c) = Υnc
θ; Υn =

∑
i

λnid
−θ
ni TiΞi. (13)

In the simple variant above, the term Υn collapses to a constant times
∑

i λnid
−θ
ni Tiw

−θ
i , as

in a standard Ricardian model.17 In our model, the term Υn summarizes how firm efficiency,

wages, matching frictions, and iceberg costs jointly govern the distribution of input costs of

firms supplying country n.

Applying (13) the Poisson parameter for the number of quotes with unit cost less than c

for task k, (9), becomes:

ρk,n(c) =
λk

1− γ
B−ϕn Υ1−γ

n cθ(1−γ).

To obtain a closed-form expression for the distribution of unit cost, we specify the distribution

of labor efficiency in performing any task ω as:

F (a) = 1− exp
(
−aθ(1−γ)

)
.

We can now write the distribution of the lowest cost to fulfill a task of type k in destination

17In this variant the λ’s apply only to sales to retailers.
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n, (10), as:

Gk,n(c) = 1− exp
(
−Φk,nc

θ(1−γ)
)

; Φk,n =
λk

1− γ
B−ϕn Υ1−γ

n + w
−θ(1−γ)
k,n , (14)

which we can use to solve (11) to get Ξi =
∏

k Φ
βk,i/(1−γ)

k,i . The solution gives us gi(m).18

Installing this expression for Ξi into (13) delivers the system of equations:

Υn =
∑
i

λnid
−θ
ni Ti

∏
k

(
λk

1− γ
B−ϕi Υ1−γ

i + w
−θ(1−γ)
k,i

)βk,i/(1−γ)

, (15)

for n = 1, 2, ...,N . The solution, given the vectors B of buyers and w of wages, delivers the

vector of Υ’s. We can feed the solution for the Υ’s into the Φ’s to get the Ξ’s, the terms in

the cost distributions (11). To guarantee a unique solution for Υ, we restrict λ0 = 0 (with

β0,i > 0) to make sure that labor is always required.19 (Without this restriction it could be

so easy to find input suppliers for all tasks that the cost of production collapses to zero.)

Both B and w are endogenous. We turn now to the measures of active producers to get

B, deferring w until we characterize the aggregate equilibrium in Section 3.8.

3.5 From Potential to Active Producers

As mentioned earlier, a producer becomes an active firm only if it can find at least one buyer,

either another active producer or a retailer. Consider a potential producer from i with unit

cost c in market n. Its number of encounters with potential buyers needing to perform a task

of type k is distributed Poisson with parameter ek,ni(c) given by (7).

But it’s not enough for our producer just to encounter a buyer. To make a sale it has

to beat out the competition (whether another supplier or labor). The probability that our

18Remember that the purpose of gi(m), which first appeared in (2), is to make costs independent of m.

Changing the variables of integration in Ξi from cω to xω = Φk,ic
θ(1−γ)
ω delivers:

gi(m)θ =
∏
k

∫ ∞
0

...

∫ ∞
0

e−
∑m

ω=1 xω

(
m∑
ω=1

x−(σ−1)/(θ(1−γ))ω

)θβk,i/(σ−1)

dx1dx2...dxm,

which depends only on parameters. Appendix B.1 shows that gi(m) is finite as long as βk,i < 1− γ for all k.
19Appendix B.2 gives an iterative procedure to compute Υ. The uniqueness proof there also gives us

comparative statics. Each element of Υ increases in technology Ti anywhere, and with matching intensities
λni between any two countries. Each element of Υ decreases with trade costs dni between any two countries,
with any task-specific wage wk,i in any country, and with the measure of buyers Bi in any country. Recall
that these comparative statics take wages wk,i and the measures of buyers Bi as given.
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producer with unit cost c in market n is the lowest cost among both the suppliers the buyer

encountered for this task and labor is simply 1 − Gk,n(c), with Gk,n(c) given by (14). This

producer’s number of buyers in n for tasks of type k is therefore distributed Poisson with

parameter:20

ηk,ni(c) = ek,ni(c)(1−Gk,n(c)) = ek,ni(c) exp
(
−Φk,nc

θ(1−γ)
)
.

Summing across k, this producer’s number of buyers in market n is distributed Poisson with

parameter:

ηni(c) =
∑
k

ηk,ni(c) = λniB
1−ϕ
n Υ−γn c−θγ

∑
k

λk exp
(
−Φk,nc

θ(1−γ)
)
. (16)

Given a producer’s cost c in the market, its expected number of buyers is proportional to λni

but invariant to dni. This expectation falls with c for two reasons: because of congestion, a

higher-cost supplier encounters fewer buyers, and it’s less likely to make the sale among those

it does encounter.

Expression (16) also implies that the potential producer has no buyers in market n with

probability e−ηni(c). Hence a potential producer in i with core cost c̄ at home has no buyers

in market n with probability:

qni(c̄) =

∫
e−ηni(c̄dniδ)dD(δ). (17)

Since idiosyncratic costs are independent across markets, the potential producer will have no

buyers anywhere with probability
∏

n qni(c̄). Thus the the measure of active producers in i is:

F P
i =

∫ ∞
0

(
1−

∏
n

qni(c̄)

)
dµ̄ii(c̄), (18)

where µ̄ii(c̄) is given in equation (11).

Adding in the exogenous measure of retailers gives us Fi = F P
i + FR

i , delivering, from

expression (4), the measure of buyers Bi. Together the systems of equations (15) and (18)

allow us, for given wages wli around the world, to solve for Υ and B.

20While a buyer in our model can make multiple purchases, the probability that more than one is from the
same seller is zero. Hence a producer’s number of sales is the same as its number of buyers.
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3.6 Labor Shares

Consider a firm in n seeking to fulfill a task of type k ≥ 1. From (14), the probability that

the firm outsources the task using an intermediate is:

$k,n =
λkB

−ϕ
n Υ1−γ

n

(1− γ)Φk,n

=
λkB

−ϕ
n Υ1−γ

n

λkB
−ϕ
n Υ1−γ

n + (1− γ)w
−θ(1−γ)
k,n

. (19)

Hence with probability 1−$k,n = w
−θ(1−γ)
k,n /Φk,n it hires workers of type l(k) to perform this

task. Note that this probability doesn’t depend on the unit cost c of the input suppliers. Since

there are a continuum of firms, 1 −$k,n is also the share of labor in performing this type of

task in country n. The elasticity θ(1− γ) of the labor share with respect to the wage reflects

heterogeneity in labor requirements.

3.7 Trade Shares

Say that the firm instead outsources the task, having found a supplier delivering at a cost

below c. The probability that the supplier is from country i is i’s contribution to Υn in (13):

πni =
λniµni(c)

Sn(c)
=
λnid

−θ
ni TiΞi

Υn

=
λnid

−θ
ni TiΞi∑

i′ λni′d
−θ
ni′Ti′Ξi′

. (20)

This probability is the same for any type of task k ≥ 1 and any cost c. While the amount

purchased by the firm in n depends on the cost, the probability that the source is i does

not. Since there are a continuum of buyers, πni is also the bilateral trade share of source i in

destination n’s total absorption of goods.

As in many other trade models, the parameter θ is the trade elasticity with respect to

iceberg trade costs. But, unlike in most other trade models, bilateral trade depends both

on iceberg trade frictions, through d−θni , and on matching frictions, through λni, with the two

interacting multiplicatively. We isolate the contribution of each type of friction through its

different effects on the expected number of buyers in (16) and on the trade share in (20).

3.8 Aggregate Equilibrium

While our focus is firm-to-firm trade in goods, to solve for wages wli we need to look at the

global general equilibrium. Services occupy a large share of the economy: (i) supplying final

output to households; (ii) providing intermediates for making goods; (iii) employing labor;
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and (iv) using goods as inputs. To capture these relationships succinctly we exploit Cobb-

Douglas. We introduce the shares of services αSn (and goods αGn = 1− αSn) in final spending,

the share of services in making goods βGSn , the share of goods in providing services βSGn , and

the shares of different types of labor in services βS,ln (which sum across l to the overall labor

share in services βS,Ln ).21 We set productivity in services in all countries to one. Recall that

the service sector, like a final consumer, buys goods from retailers.

We assume that the goods sector uses services only to perform tasks of type 0, together

with labor of type l(0), in Cobb-Douglas combination. The fixed fraction of task 0 outsourced

to services is thus:

$0,n = βGSn /β0,n.

The share of labor of type l in goods production is the sum across its share in each type

of task k ∈ Ωl for which it’s appropriate:

βG,ln =
∑
k∈Ωl

βk,n (1−$k,n) .

The overall labor share in the goods sector βG,Ln is the sum of the βG,ln across l. The share of

goods intermediates in the goods sector is thus βGGn = 1−βG,Ln −βGSn . Even though our basic

technology in (1) is Cobb Douglas across types of tasks, the labor and intermediates shares

in the goods sector depend on wages and deeper parameters.

While we model goods as internationally traded, we treat retail and services as nontraded.

To accommodate the data, we introduce exogenous services trade deficits DS
n as well as ex-

ogenous goods trade deficits DG
n for each country n. Total labor income (which corresponds

to GDP) is:

Yn =
∑
l

wlnL
l
n.

Final spending XF
n is GDP plus the overall deficit Dn = DG

n + DS
n . Final spending on goods

is αGnX
F
n and on services αSnX

F
n .

We denote the output of producers in country i as Y P
i and the absorption of goods in

country n, excluding the nontraded output of the retail sector, as XP
n . Equilibrium in the

21We assume constant returns to scale in services so that βS,Ln and βSGn sum to one. Defining service sector
output as net of services used in services lets us set βSSn = 0.
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world production of goods thus solves:

Y P
i =

∑
n

πniX
P
n . (21)

Spending on labor of type l in country i is:

wliL
l
i = βG,li Y G

i + βS,li Y S
i (22)

where Y G
i is output of the goods sector, including retail, and Y S

i is output of services.

Equations (21) and (22) determine wages of each type of labor l, trade and labor shares,

outputs of each sector, and final spending in each country. Appendix B.3 consolidates these

equations into two sets of equilibrium conditions amenable to numerical solution.

3.9 Welfare and the Gains from Trade

Consider a household in country i with a budget Wi facing a retail price index PR
i and service

price index P S
i . Its utility is Ui = Wi

(
PR
i

)−αGi (P S
i

)−αSi where the price indices are as follows.

Indexing retailers by j, each with unit cost as in equation (2), the CES price index for the

retail sector introduced in Section 3.2 (derived in Appendix B.4) is:

PR
i =

[∫ FRi

0

Ci(j)
1−σ′dj

]1/(1−σ′)

= gRi Ξ
−1/θ
i ,

where gRi is a constant. Services combine inputs from retail and labor. The services price

index is:

P S
i =

(
PR
i

)βSGi ∏
l

(
wli
)βS,li .

To connect our analysis to the literature on the gains from trade, consider a special case

with only one type of labor that can perform any type of task, so that each country i has only

one wage wi. Imposing balanced trade, wi is also the budget. Incorporating the single wage

into the price indices, the representative household has utility:

Ui =
(
wθiΞi

)(αGi +αSi β
SG
i )/θ

,
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which solves:

Ui =
∏
k

(
λk

1− γ
OiU

θ(1−γ)/(αGi +αSi β
SG
i )

i + 1

)βk,i(αGi +αSi β
SG
i )/[θ(1−γ)(1−βSGi βGSi )]

;

Oi = B−ϕi

(
λiiTi
πii

)1−γ

.

(23)

Hence welfare Ui is increasing in Oi.
22 As in Eaton and Kortum (2002), welfare rises with

Ti/πii. In the model here domestic matching intensity λii enhances the contribution of domes-

tic technology Ti while buyer congestion diminishes it. As in the class of models considered by

Arkolakis et al. (2012), more openness in the form of a lower domestic trade share πii enhances

welfare. Given λii and Ti, whether greater openness (a lower πii) comes through lower trade

barriers or lower bilateral matching frictions is irrelevant.

4 Implications for Firm-to-Firm Trade

How does our model relate to the observations in Section 2?

4.1 Relationships

We start with the measure of relationships Rni between buyers in destination n and sellers

from source i. Consider a producer from i that can deliver to n at a unit cost c. Its expected

number of customers there is the Poisson parameter ηni(c) given by (16). Integrating over the

distribution of costs in n for firms from i:

Rni =

∫ ∞
0

ηni(c)dµni(c) = πni$nBn. (24)

Here $n is the sum of $k,n over k ≥ 1, so that $nBn is the measure of intermediate purchases

undertaken by buyers in n.23

22The two sides of (23), as functions of Ui, have a single crossing point with the right crossing the left from
above. The right-hand side is increasing in Oi.

23The derivation is as follows:∫ ∞
0

ηni(c)dµni(c) = πniB
1−ϕ
n Υ1−γ

n

∫ ∞
0

∑
k

λk exp
(
−Φk,nc

θ(1−γ)
)
θcθ(1−γ)−1dc = πniBn

∑
k≥1

$k,n,

where the first equality uses (12), (16), and (20) while the second uses integration and (19).
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Equation (24) connects the model to the first column of Table 1. Consistent with the

coefficient of 1.02 on French market share, relationships in (24) rise in proportion to πni.

Relationships also rise in proportion to the measure of buyers. To reconcile the coefficient of

0.81 on market size with (24) requires that the measure of buyers in a market rises less than

in proportion to total spending. In fact, our model is consistent with bigger markets having

bigger buyers when there are increasing returns in matching, as we find.

4.2 Sellers’ Side

We follow Table 1 in next examining how relationships translate into sellers and their buyers.

4.2.1 Sellers

Our model delivers an expression for the measure Nni of sellers to destination n from source

i. A producer will sell in n if it has at least one customer there. Consider again a producer

from i that can deliver to n at a unit cost c. The probability that it has at least one customer

in n is 1− e−ηni(c).
To calculate Nni, we integrate this probability over the distribution of costs in n for firms

from i:

Nni =

∫ ∞
0

(1− e−ηni(c))dµni(c) = d−θni

∫ ∞
0

(1− e−ηni(c))dµii(c). (25)

Since, from (16), ηni(c) doesn’t depend on dni, the number of sellers is proportional to the

iceberg term d−θni . The elasticitiy of Nni with respect to bilateral matching intensity is 1 at

λni = 0 but falls with λni, as the same sellers start to acquire multiple relationships. To

the extent that variation in matching intensity drives variation in market share, its effect on

number of sellers is less than proportional, consistent with the coefficient on market share in

the third column of Table 1. As with relationships, market size affects the number of sellers

only through the number of buyers, but with a smaller elasticity, consistent with the coefficient

of 0.47 on market size in the third column of Table 1.

The measure of sellers with b > 0 buyers is:

Nni(b) = d−θni

∫ ∞
0

e−ηni(c) [ηni(c)]
b

b!
dµii(c), (26)

where the integrand is the Poisson density for a given c. Since the Poisson parameter ηni(c)

decreases with c, low cost sellers contribute to a fat tail, consistent with Figure 4a. For any
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b, Nni(b), like Nni, varies in proportion to d−θni . Hence the distribution of buyers per seller,

Nni(b)/Nni, is invariant to iceberg costs.

4.2.2 Buyers per Seller

Dividing relationships (24) by sellers (25) gives buyers per seller:24

b̄ni =
Rni

Nni

=
$nλ̃ni∫∞

0
(1− e−λ̃niη̃n(x))dx

; (27)

λ̃ni = B1−ϕ/(1−γ)
n λni; (28)

η̃n(x) = x−γ
∑
k

λk exp

(
− λk

(1− γ)$k,n

x1−γ
)
. (29)

Icebergs vanish in (27), leaving matching intensity as the sole bilateral determinant of b̄ni.

While a higher trade share πni could reflect lower frictions of either type, more buyers per

seller b̄ni reflects only lower matching frictions. Hence data on trade shares and buyers per

seller allow us to distinguish the contributions of these two types of frictions.

The term λ̃ni in (28), which we call the adjusted bilateral matching intensity, adjusts λni

by the scale of the destination. With constant returns to scale in matching (ϕ + γ = 1),

adjusting for scale doesn’t matter. With increasing returns (ϕ+ γ < 1), destination scale, in

the form of more buyers, enhances matching for all sources in n.

The elasticity of b̄ni with respect to λni is the fraction of sellers with more than one buyer:25

∂ ln b̄ni
∂ lnλni

= 1− Nni(1)

Nni

> 0.

24To derive this result, change the variable of integration in (25) to x = B
−ϕ/(1−γ)
n Υnc

θ to obtain:

dµni(c) =
πniBn

λ̃ni
dx; ηni(c) = λ̃niη̃n(x); Nni =

πniBn

λ̃ni

∫ ∞
0

(1− e−λ̃niη̃n(x))dx.

25Taking logs of (27) and differentiating:

∂ ln b̄ni
∂ lnλni

= 1−
∫∞
0
λ̃niη̃n(x)e−λ̃niη̃n(x)dx∫∞

0
(1− e−λ̃niη̃n(x))dx

.

The result then follows by setting b = 1 in (26) and rewriting as in footnote 24:

Nni(1) =
πniBn

λ̃ni

∫ ∞
0

λ̃niη̃n(x)e−λ̃niη̃n(x)dx.
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If most sellers have only one buyer the elasticity is close to zero: lowering matching frictions

just expands the set of sellers.26 But, as more sellers have more than one buyer, more new

contacts will go to existing sellers, raising buyers per seller with an elasticity approaching 1.

Together, expressions (27) and (24) help to interpret Figure 1. If variation in market share

were driven solely by variation in iceberg costs, the number of sellers would vary in proportion

to market share. But variation in market share driven by matching frictions generates variation

in buyers per seller, lowering the slope below 1 and making the scatter fuzzier.

4.2.3 Buyers per Seller, Conditional on Selling Elsewhere

Figure 4c shows that French exporters sell to more German buyers when they also sell to

a third market that’s harder for French firms to penetrate. We now show how our model

explains such a relationship.

We calculate the measure of firms from i selling in n that also sell in n′, using (17):

Nni(n′) =

∫ ∞
0

(1− qni(c̄))(1− qn′i(c̄))dµ̄ii(c̄)

and the measure of relationships in n for firms from i that also sell in n′:

Rni(n′) =

∫ ∞
0

(∫
ηni(c̄dniδ)dD(δ)

)
(1− qn′i(c̄))dµ̄ii(c̄).

Buyers per seller conditional on selling in n′ is simply:

b̄ni|n′ =
Rni(n′)

Nni(n′)
. (30)

A firm’s ability to sell in n′ indicates that it’s likely to have a lower cost in n than the typical

firm from i that sells there. A smaller number of firms from i selling in n′ indicates a stronger

selection effect, so that their average number of buyers in n is higher.

4.3 Buyers’ Side

We now turn to how relationships translate into buyers and their suppliers. The measure Fni

of buyers in n purchasing from i is the counterpart to the measure Nni of sellers to n from i,

26Applying L’Hôpital’s rule: limλni→0 b̄ni = 1 and limλni→0
Nni(1)
Nni

= 1.
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while the number sni of country-i sellers to a buyer in n is the counterpart to the number bni

of buyers in n from a country-i seller.

4.3.1 Buyers

As with Nni, our model delivers an expression for Fni. For a firm with m tasks of each type,

the probability that it buys no task of type k from a supplier in i is (1− πni$k,n)m, where,

recall, $k,n is the probability a task of type k is outsourced and πni$k,n is the probability it’s

outsourced to a supplier from i. The probability that a firm in n has no suppliers from i is

thus:

Pr [sni = 0] =
∑
m

p(m)
K∏
k=1

(1− πni$k,n)m . (31)

The measure of firms in n that buy from i is Fni = (1− Pr [sni = 0])Fn. The measure of

importers in n from any foreign source is:

In =

(
1−

∑
m

p(m)
K∏
k=1

(1− (1− πnn)$k,n)m
)
Fn, (32)

(which is less than the sum over i 6= n of Fni since the same firm may import from more than

one country).

The measure Fni(s) of firms in n with s suppliers from i is:

Fni(s) =

(
∞∑
m=1

p(m) Pr [sni = s|m]

)
Fn. (33)

Defining sk,ni as the number of sellers from i fulfilling a task of type k, we can express:

Pr [sni = s|m] =
s∑

s1=0

s−s1∑
s2=0

. . .

s−s1−s2...−sK−1∑
sK=0

K∏
k=1

Pr [sk,ni = sk|m]

where each sk,ni has a binomial distribution with parameters (m,$k,nπni). Expression (33)

shows why we need heterogeneity across firms in their number m of tasks per type to generate

the dispersion of sellers per buyer evident in Figures 3b and 4b.
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4.3.2 Sellers per Buyer

Figures 2d and 3b report data on French suppliers per buyer across EU markets. Using

equation (31), our model implies that the mean number of suppliers from i per buyer in n is:

s̄ni =
Rni

Fni
=

Bnπni$n

(1− Pr [sni = 0])Fn
=

m̄πni$n

1−
∑

m p(m)
K∏
k=1

(1− πni$k,n)m
. (34)

Note that n’s market size doesn’t appear (consistent with the coefficient of -0.02 on market

size in the 6th column of Table 1).

In contrast with expression (27), in which buyers per seller depends on bilateral matching

intensity λni but not on iceberg costs dni, sellers per buyer depends on the overall trade share

πni. But, analogous to buyers per seller, the elasticity of sellers per buyer with respect to

market share is simply the fraction of buyers with more than one seller:27

∂ ln s̄ni
∂ lnπni

= 1− Fni(1)

Fni
> 0.

5 Estimation

Having shown that the model captures key properties of the French firm-to-firm data, we now

turn to the quantification of its parameters. To do so we need to get specific about how our

types of tasks connect to types of labor. We assume three types of each.

Our labor types follow WIOD-SEA’s classification of workers by educational attainment:

high (tertiary or t), medium (secondary or s), and low (primary or p). For tasks, we treat

type 0 tasks as administrative, managerial, or engineering activities (“managerial” for short),

type 1 as “skilled production,” and type 2 as “unskilled production,” assigning types of labor

to types of tasks as follows:

27Taking logs of (34) and differentiating:

∂ ln s̄ni
∂ lnπni

= 1−

∑
m p(m)

∑
k

( ∏
k′ 6=k

(1− πni$k′,n)
m

)
m (πni$k,n) (1− πni$k,n)

m−1

Pr [sni ≥ 1]
.

The last three terms in the numerator represent the probability of exactly one task of type k being purchased
from a producer in i by a firm in n with m tasks per type. Taking account of all types of tasks and all values
of m, the entire numerator turns out to be Pr [sni = 1]. The result follows after multiplying the numerator
and denominator by the measure Fn of firms in n.
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l(k) (type of labor) k (type of task)

t (tertiary) 0 (managerial)

s (secondary) 1 (skilled production)

p (primary) 2 (unskilled production)

We place the following restrictions on the exogenous distributions in our model. We assume

that the distribution D(δ) of idiosyncratic costs is lognormal. With the restriction imposed

in equation (12), we need only consider the variance of ln δ, σ2
δ . We assume that the support

of the distribution of the number of tasks of each type is ΩM = {1, 4, 16, 64, 256, 1024, 4096},
adding the 7 parameters p(m) for m ∈ ΩM .

5.1 Procedure for Estimation

We quantify the model using the sources of data introduced in Section 2. Since these data

don’t identify θ, governing heterogeneity in producer efficiency, we set θ = 4.28 We now

describe how we estimate the remaining parameters, relegating details to Appendix C.

5.1.1 Calibrated Shares

The WIOD gives us the Cobb-Douglas final expenditure shares (αGn , α
S
n), service-sector input

shares (βS,tn , βS,sn , βS,pn , βSGn ), and goods-sector input shares (βG,tn , βG,sn , βG,pn , βGGn , βGSn ), with

each group summing to 1.29 These shares are parameters except for βG,sn , βG,pn , and βGGn , which

are the endogenous outcome of substitution between production workers and intermediates.

Turning to the shares of different types of tasks in goods production, the share of type

1 tasks β1 is from our estimation below. We then calculate the share of type 0 tasks as

β0,n = βG,tn + βGSn and the share of type 2 tasks as β2,n = 1 − β0,n − β1. The implied

outsourcing shares are

$0,n = 1− βG,tn

β0,n

; $1,n = 1− βG,pn

β1

; $2,n = 1− βG,sn

β2,n

.

These shares are parameters except for $1,n, $2,n, and $n = $1,n +$2,n.

28The parameter θ corresponds to the trade elasticity with respect to an ad valorem tariff, as shown by
(20). Using variation in tariffs, Caliendo and Parro (2015) obtain values between 3.5 and 4.5 when pooling
across sectors. See also Head and Mayer (2014) and Imbs and Mejean (2015). Our data also fail to identify
σ′, the elasticity of substitution between goods, but it doesn’t matter for our analysis.

29Appendix A.4 provides details. For France, to be consistent with our labor-share data, we use DADS
rather than WIOD-SEA to split up goods-sector labor into the three types.
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5.1.2 Parameters Estimated Simultaneously

We estimate the vector of parameters Θ = {(λ1, λ2), γ, p(m), σ, β1} simultaneously. We now

discuss what informs our estimates of its individual components.

Matching by type of task. Using our measures of the outsourcing shares from above, we

calculate the odds of outsourcing a task of type k as ok,n = $k,n/(1−$k,n). From (19):

ok,n = λk
B−ϕn Υ1−γ

n

(1− γ)w
−θ(1−γ)
k,n

,

so that:
λ1

λ2

=
o1,n

o2,n

(
w1,n

w2,n

)−θ(1−γ)

. (35)

This expression gives λ1 and λ2 (since λ1 + λ2 = 1) as the geometric mean of the right-hand

side across countries. Our measure of the skill premium w1,n/w2,n is from WIOD-SEA, and

we use θ = 4 and γ from below. Given the skill premium, if the odds of outsourcing are higher

for an unskilled task, we infer that λ2 > λ1.

Seller congestion. To find γ we minimize the distance between the observed distribution

of b, buyers per French exporter, in different EU destinations n and the model expression:

NnF (b)

NnF

=

∫∞
0

(λ̃nF η̃n(x))be−λ̃nF η̃n(x)dx

b!
∫∞

0
(1− e−λ̃nF η̃n(x))dx

, (36)

where we’ve applied the change of variable in footnote 24 to equation (26). The parameter γ

enters these expressions through η̃n(x), as shown in (29). A higher γ gives low-cost suppliers

an advantage in meeting buyers, which complements their advantage in making a sale to the

buyers they meet, generating a longer right tail in the distribution of buyers per exporter

in any destination n. We use the values of λk and $k,n from above to evaluate η̃n(x). We

calculate the λ̃nF needed in (36) by inverting (27) with bnF = RnF/NnF . The measures of

NnF , NnF (b), and RnF are from our French firm-to-firm data described in Appendix A.2.

Distribution of Tasks. We find the (p(m),m ∈ ΩM) that minimize the distance between

the observed distribution of s, French suppliers per buyer, in different EU destinations n and
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the model’s implication from expressions (31) and (33):

FnF (s)

FnF
=

∑
m∈ΩM p(m) Pr [snF = s|m]

1− Pr [snF = 0]
. (37)

Explaining why some buyers have many French suppliers requires that a very large m is

possible. But most importers in the data have only one French supplier, indicating that they

have only a small number of tasks. The p(m) yield a value for the mean number of tasks

of each type m̄.30 The measures of FnF and FnF (s) are from our French firm-to-firm data

described in Appendix A.2.

Elasticity of substitution and skilled-task share. We find the σ and β1 that minimize

the distance between the model’s implied distributions of the shares of skilled and unskilled

labor and those in the data, shown in Figures 6a and 6b. While our model doesn’t deliver

closed-form expressions for these distributions, they’re easy to simulate (as described in Ap-

pendix C.1). The parameter β1 is informed by the upper support of the distributions of labor

shares. Finding σ is more subtle. If σ = 1, given m, the distributions of labor shares are

binomial with probability of “success” 1 − $k,n for k = 1, 2. A higher σ gives a firm more

leeway to substitute its spending into tasks with lower cost inputs, generating the smoother

distributions we observe.

5.1.3 Parameters Matched to Individual Moments

Given the share parameters and Θ, we estimate the parameters {ϕ, λni, σ2
δ} to match individual

moments. To infer buyer congestion ϕ and bilateral matching intensities λni, we first find the

adjusted bilateral matching intensities λ̃ni defined in equation (28).

Foreign adjusted bilateral matching intensities. We use equation (27) to back out λ̃ni

for n 6= i using a measure of buyers per seller bni. More buyers per seller reflects a higher

λ̃ni. Appendix C.3 describes how we construct bni employing our expression for the measure

of bilateral relationships Rni in (24) together with the number of bilateral exporters Nni from

the EU firm-to-destination data.

30Appendix C.1 explains the calculation of the probabilities Pr [snF = s|m], which makes use of the 2005
French market share data πnF described in Appendix A.4.
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Domestic adjusted bilateral matching intensities. We lack the data on producers who

sell domestically to measure bii. Instead we infer λ̃ii from a measure of the total number of

producers F P
i , obtained as described in Appendix C.3.

Rewriting (18), using the change of variable y = TiΞic̄
θ, we get:

F P
i =

∫ ∞
0

(
1−

∏
n

q̃ni(y)

)
dy (38)

where, using (28), (29), and our estimate of σ2
δ from below:

q̃ni (y) =

∫
exp

(
−λ̃niη̃n

(
λ̃ni
Bni

δθy

))
dD(δ),

where, for n = i, Bii = Biπii and, for n 6= i, Bni = b̄niNni/$n. Using λ̃ni, n 6= i, from above,

we find the value of λ̃ii that satisfies (38) for each i.

Matching intensity and buyer congestion parameters. Our procedure so far delivers

all the parameters except ϕ and the individual λni, giving us instead the adjusted matching

intensities λ̃ni. To estimate these final parameters, based on equation (28), we regress

ln λ̃ni = Si +
1− γ − ϕ

1− γ
lnBn + εni, (39)

using our measure of buyers Bn from Appendix C.3. Here Si is a fixed effect for source country

i and εni is the residual.

Making the strong identifying assumption that λni is orthogonal to Bn, we can infer ϕ

(and hence returns to scale in the matching function 1− γ − ϕ) from the coefficient on lnBn

(with a coefficient of 0 implying constant returns to scale and a positive coefficient indicating

increasing returns). We obtain the bilateral matching intensities as:

λni =
λ̃ni

B
(1−γ−ϕ)/(1−γ)
n

. (40)

Variance of idiosyncratic costs. The share parameters and Θ provide a perfect fit of

the number of French exporters to each destination. An increase in σ2
δ , by reducing overlap,

implies more French exporters in total, giving us a handle on its value.
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5.2 Parameter Estimates

Table 2 reports our share parameters (averaging, except for β1, across countries). The task

shares substantially exceed the labor shares, reflecting outsourcing. The implied average

outsourcing probability for a skilled task is $1,n = 0.73 and for an unskilled task is $2,n = 0.87.

Our estimate β1 = 0.38 implies upper bounds of 0.55 and 0.45 on the skilled and unskilled

French labor shares shown in Figure 6.

Table 2
Preference and Production Shares

final labor tasks intermediates
shares: demand t s p 0 1 2 G S

service sector αSn βS,tn βS,sn βS,pn βSGn
0.69 0.29 0.30 0.12 0.29

goods sector αGn βG,tn βG,sn βG,pn β0,n β1 β2,n βGGn βGSn
0.31 0.05 0.10 0.04 0.29 0.38 0.33 0.57 0.24

s.e. (0.03)

Table 3 reports our estimates of σ, the elasticity of substitution between tasks of a given

type, and the p(m)’s, the probability that a producer has m tasks per type. The median

number of tasks per type is below 4, while the mean is nearly 17, reflecting right skewness.

This heterogeneity across firms in their numbers of tasks helps us fit the mean, median, and

upper tail of French sellers per buyer shown in Figures 2d and 3b. The value of σ > 1 flattens

the distribution of labor shares to match those in Figures 6a and 6b.

Table 3
Task Substitutability and Frequency

σ p(1) p(4) p(16) p(64) p(256) p(1024) p(4096) m̄
×10 ×102 ×102 ×103

value 2.64 0.049 0.53 0.36 0.48 0.53 0.20 0.60 16.97
s.e. (0.10) (0.008) (0.04) (0.05) (0.27) (0.27) (0.08) (0.31) (3.07)

Table 4 reports our estimates for the seller and buyer congestion parameters and matching

intensities for each type of task. Expression (14) shows the role of γ in shifting the effective cost

distribution toward lower costs: More seller congestion crowds out high cost sellers, enabling

low cost firms to reach and to sell to more buyers, helping deliver the fat tail in Figure 4a. The

higher matching intensity of unskilled tasks aligns with the higher probability of outsourcing

these tasks.
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Table 4
Matching Parameters

congestion intensities
seller buyer skilled unskilled
γ ϕ λ1 λ2

value 0.37 0.33 0.17 0.83
s.e. (0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.03)

Having reported our estimates of the share parameters and Θ, we turn to {λni, ϕ, σ2
δ}.

Figure 7 plots our estimates of the λ̃ni’s (at 729 too numerous to report individually)

against our measure of buyers in each destination (both on log scales).31 From equation (39),

the theoretical slope is 1 − ϕ/(1 − γ). The positive slope in the figure indicates increasing

returns.32 We estimate ϕ = 0.33 from this relationship, using our estimate of γ = 0.37. Our

estimates imply that a ten percent increase in both buyers and sellers leads to a thirteen

percent increase in matches. Matching is easier in a larger market, implying larger firms,

more buyers per seller, and greater sales per buyer.33

Figure 7: Identification of buyer congestion ϕ

We find that σ2
δ = 0 best fits the total number of French exporters, as well as the number

31 Our procedure for estimating γ from the French firm-to-firm data, described in Section 5.1.2, yields one
set of estimates for λ̃nF while our procedure in Section 5.1.3 based on the EU firm-to-destination data yields
another. For compatibility across source countries we use the second. The correlation between the two, in
logs, is 0.93.

32The slope in the figure is 0.48. The slope in the regression, which includes source-country effects, is also
0.48 (standard error 0.03), with R2 = 0.69. The incremental R2 from adding lnBn to a regression with just
source effects Si is 0.29, suggesting substantial variation across destinations not captured by congestion.

33Miyauchi (2023), applying a very different empirical methodology to Japanese data, finds much stronger
increasing returns.
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exporting to two or more destinations. Even at this lower bound for σ2
δ we overestimate the

number of exporters, largely due to overestimating the number exporting to only 1 destination

(see Figure 5a).34

5.3 Implications for Gravity

From equation (20), bilateral matching intensities, along with iceberg costs, govern variation

in bilateral trade shares according to:

πni =
λnid

−θ
ni TiΞi

Υn

=
τ−θni TiΞi

Υn

. (41)

In the metric of iceberg trade costs, λ
−1/θ
ni is the implied bilateral matching friction. The

overall trade friction is then τni = dniλ
−1/θ
ni . We now examine the relative contributions of the

two using two different approaches.

5.3.1 The Head-Ries Index

First, we adapt the methodology of Head and Ries (2001) to assess the overall magnitude and

variation of these two trade frictions. We calculate the Head-Ries index:

Hni =

√
πniπin
πiiπnn

=

(
τniτin
τiiτnn

)−θ
,

using our trade-share data. It measures (inversely) the trade frictions between countries n

and i, as can be seen from (41). We can decompose it into bilateral matching frictions and

iceberg costs:

Hni =

√
λniλin
λiiλnn

× (dnidin)−θ = Hλ
ni ×Hd

ni.

We compute Hλ
ni directly from the λni and then back out Hd

ni = Hni/H
λ
ni.

Table 5 reports various statistics from this decomposition. Implications are that our esti-

mates of matching frictions and iceberg costs are similar in their absolute magnitudes, vari-

ation, and contribution to overall trade frictions. The variance in lnHni exceeds the sum of

the variances of its two components, reflecting positive correlation of lnHλ
ni and lnHd

ni across

34Choosing σ2
δ instead to fit the regression of French firms’ sales per buyer against their number of buyers

across destinations, reported in Section 2.2, requires σ2
δ = 0.5, vastly overestimating the total number of

French exporters.
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Table 5
Head-Ries Decomposition

lnHni lnHλ
ni lnHd

ni

Mean -4.96 -2.47 -2.49
Residual variance 0.80 0.22 0.33
Variance decomposition 0.44 0.56

Notes: The number of observations is 351, where we exclude
“home country” observations. In calculating the statistics
reported in the last two rows we first remove source and
destination effects from each series. The last row reports
coefficients from regressions of each component on the total.

bilateral pairs.35

5.3.2 Gravity Regressions

Second, we examine how our measure of matching frictions connects to a standard gravity

equation of bilateral trade. To guide this analysis we take logs of (41) to get:

lnπni = lnTiΞi − ln Υn + lnλni − θ ln dni.

We capture ln Υn with destination effects and lnTiΞi with source effects.36 Table 6 presents

the results of different specifications. With just fixed effects the R2 is 0.80 (column 1). Column

2 adds bilateral matching intensity lnλni and column 3 ln(distance), each on their own. An

explanation for the large absolute values of the coefficients on lnλni and ln(distance) in the

two regressions is that they’re negatively correlated (suggesting a positive correlation between

the two trade frictions).37

In column 4 we impose the theoretical coefficient of one on lnλni, which still cuts the

residual variance in column 1 by half. Column 5 adds ln(distance) to this regression. The

elasticity of trade shares with respect to distance falls from -1.69 (in column 3) to -0.66. An

implication is that distance impedes bilateral trade more through matching frictions (with an

35Measurement error in trade shares πni or in λni, either through exporter counts Nni or our proxy for
relationships Rni, potentially affect this decomposition. The direction of bias depends on the source of error.

36In contrast to the Head-Ries indices, observations in a gravity equation include bilateral trade separately
in each direction. We continue to eliminate home observations (for which n = i).

37Since the λni are estimated, and hence measured with error, we expect a downward bias in the coefficient
in column 2. The fact that the estimate is much larger than the value of 1 implied by theory is thus even
stronger evidence that the two types of trade frictions are positively correlated, consistent with the evidence
in Table 5.
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elasticity of -1.03) than through iceberg costs (with an elasticity of -0.66).

Table 6
Gravity Regressions

dependent variable: lnπni
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

lnλni 1.55 1.00 1.00
(0.06)

ln(distance) -1.69 -0.66
(0.07) (0.07)

constant -5.52 -9.55 8.39 -7.07 -1.00
(0.27) (0.21) (0.55) (0.16) (0.55)

R2 0.80 0.92 0.93 0.90 0.92

Notes: The number of observations is 702. Data on πni are
for 2012 from WIOD. Data on (population-weighted) distance
are from CEPII’s Gravity database. We include destination and
source fixed effects. Standard errors are in parentheses.

6 Applications

We perform two exercises that illustrate the distinct implications of iceberg costs and matching

frictions. The first is a counterfactual in which iceberg costs or bilateral matching frictions

decline uniformly. The second is a factual in which, for a set of new EU members, bilateral

frictions (of both types) change to match the actual changes in French exports to those

destinations and in the number of buyers per French exporter in those destinations.

Both exercises exploit “exact hat algebra” described in Appendix D. If x is the baseline

value of a variable and x′ is its value in the alternative scenario then x̂ = x′/x is its change

(with x̂ = 1 denoting no change). The shocks driving each scenario are some combination of

changes in iceberg costs d̂ni and matching frictions λ̂
−1/θ
ni .

6.1 Reducing Trade Frictions

Our counterfactual lowers trade frictions between all countries, first setting d̂ni = 0.9 for n 6= i

(with d̂nn = 1) and then setting λ̂
−1/θ
ni = 0.9 for n 6= i (with λ̂nn = 1). Table 7 shows the results

for three source countries: France, Germany, and Greece. As shown in the first three rows,

the two experiments yield nearly the same aggregate outcomes.38 Each country’s domestic

38From (41), the changes to the two trade frictions have identical effects on trade shares, given importer
and exporter characteristics. Aggregate outcomes differ slightly however. The decline in matching frictions,
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market share falls, its average share in foreign markets rises, and real GDP goes up.39

Table 7
Reducing Trade Frictions: Aggregate and Producer Outcomes

10% fall in dni 10% fall in λ
−1/θ
ni

France Germany Greece France Germany Greece
Market share at home 0.87 0.86 0.93 0.87 0.86 0.93
Market share in other EU 1.35 1.27 1.54 1.34 1.26 1.55
Real GDP 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.01

Active producers: Total 0.87 0.94 1.05 0.87 0.92 0.97
Exporters 1.43 1.34 1.36 1.04 0.98 1.12

Relationships: Total 0.99 1.05 1.00 0.99 1.04 0.97
Foreign 1.35 1.25 1.44 1.32 1.23 1.43

Buyers per seller: Total 1.14 1.12 0.95 1.13 1.13 1.00
Foreign 0.94 0.93 1.05 1.27 1.25 1.27

Notes: The shock applies to all source-destination pairs, with dii and λii unchanged. All values are counter-
factual relative to baseline.

Turning to firm-level outcomes, the number of active producers typically declines in parallel

with the decline in home market share, as buyers switch from domestic producers to foreign

competitors. Similarly, the number of relationships with buyers in foreign markets rises in

parallel with the increase in foreign market share. How this increase in foreign relationships

comes about differs starkly across the two experiments, however. With lower iceberg costs

the additional relationships come with more exporters, leaving buyers per exporter largely

unaffected. With lower matching frictions the number of exporters changes only modestly,

with foreign buyers per exporter rising by about a quarter. In summary: (i) reducing trade

frictions of either sort concentrates economic activity among firms while increasing the number

of foreign relationships; (ii) with lower iceberg costs the increase in foreign relationships reflects

a jump in the number of exporters; (iii) with lower matching frictions the increase in foreign

relationships reflects a jump in foreign buyers per exporter.

How do lower trade frictions affect firms of different efficiency? A message of the Melitz

model, explored in EKK, is that globalization, in the form of lower iceberg costs, kills off the

unlike the decline in iceberg costs, lowers the measure of active producers, reducing buyer congestion.
39An explanation for Greece’s more robust expansion abroad is that, initially, it exports very little relative

to its sales at home. A drop in either type of trade friction raises its wage less (as reflected in its smaller
increase in real GDP), so its market share abroad expands more.
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least efficient firms as they succumb to foreign competition while allowing the most efficient

firms to expand their presence in foreign markets. Appendix E mirrors the analysis there

examining the implications of lower trade frictions across firms with different initial produc-

tivities. The implications of lower iceberg costs is very similar to what’s found in EKK. Here

we find that lower bilateral matching frictions magnify these unequal effects across firms.

6.2 Entry into the EU

For our factual, we turn to the ten countries, mostly from eastern Europe, that joined the

EU in 2004. As shown in Table 8, French market share rose dramatically in the subsequent

year (often by over 50%) in nine of these ten countries, while hardly changing in the other

fourteen.40

As reported in the last row, France’s market share across the new members grew by 45

percent while buyers per French exporter grew by 9 percent. From equations (20) and (27)

the product of the trade frictions governs bilateral trade shares while matching frictions alone

govern buyers per seller. To fit these two facts about French expansion in the new members,

our factual exercise sets d̂ni = 0.92 and λ̂
−1/θ
ni = 0.92 whenever n or i is one of the ten

entrants. Hence our model interprets EU membership as delivering a 16 percent decrease in

trade frictions, with lower matching frictions contributing half the total change.

Table 8 shows what our exercise implies for French market share and buyers per seller

among both new and old EU members. Among old members (not targeted) we slightly

understate the decline in French market share and miss the slight increase in buyers per

French seller. Among the ten entrants, the correlation between data and model for French

market share is 0.49 and for buyers per French seller is 0.39.

Using the implied changes in trade frictions from this episode, we ask what our model says

about some of its consequences. As shown in Panel A of Table 9, entrants lose home market

share but gain market share abroad. We also compute significant gains in real GDP for the

entrants. The effects on incumbents are in the same direction but muted.

A feature of our framework is the connection it draws between trade and the labor market.

The key distinction among types of labor in our model is the intensity with which their

40Table 8 lists EU members as of 2004 and their year of entry. Numbers for the ten 2004 entrants are in
bold. France’s market share in Malta, one of the new members, actually tanked. The largest French exporter
to Malta in 2004 accounts for all of this decline. Appendix A.2 explains how we constructed the data. French
firm-to-firm data are available only for EU members, preventing us from observing buyers of French firms in
a country before it joined the EU. We thank Gregory Corcos for suggesting that we examine this episode.
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employers in the goods sector match with suppliers of competing intermediates. We assume

that tertiary workers are immune from this competition but, as reported in Section 6, we

estimate λ1 = 0.17 and λ2 = 0.83.

As shown in the first three rows of panel B, lower trade frictions imply lower labor shares in

the goods sector among our selected countries. Primary workers, whose tasks are most threat-

ened by outsourcing, experience the largest drop. Secondary workers experience a smaller drop

while labor overall (which includes tertiary workers with their fixed share) experience a smaller

drop still. This ranking of labor types holds across the other outcomes we consider for the

goods sector.

The implied real wages of secondary and tertiary workers rise in all our selected countries.

Primary workers can actually lose in countries entering the EU. The reason is that lower trade

frictions increase competition from intermediates in performing their tasks.

As shown in the last six rows of Table 9, in each of our selected countries tertiary workers

shift to the goods sector while primary and secondary workers move into services. Our Cobb-

Douglas assumptions tie down the relative sizes of the two sectors in terms of the value of final

output and of value added. But trade liberalization, by enhancing access to intermediates for

goods producers, changes the composition of inputs in that sector. Primary and secondary

workers, replaced by intermediates, move to services. But since relative value added in the

two sectors can’t change, tertiary workers, with their immunity to competition from imports,

move in the other direction. The decline in the wages of primary and secondary workers

relative to tertiary workers accommodates the rise of their employment in services.
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Table 8
EU Expansion: Implications for French Exports

Mean Buyers
EU entry French Market Share1 per French Exporter1

Destination: year Data2 Model3 Data2 Model3

Austria (AUT) 1995 0.95 0.97 1.04 0.98
Belgium (BEL) 1958 0.99 0.99 1.02 1.00
Cyprus (CYP) 2004 1.48 1.13 1.10 1.14
Czech Republic (CZE) 2004 1.50 1.54 1.07 1.08
Germany (DEU) 1958 0.96 0.97 1.01 0.99
Denmark (DNK) 1973 0.92 0.97 1.03 0.99
Spain (ESP) 1986 0.93 0.99 1.04 1.00
Estonia (EST) 2004 1.43 1.24 1.01 1.08
Finland (FIN) 1995 0.90 0.98 1.00 1.00
United Kingdom (GBR) 1973 1.01 0.98 1.01 1.00
Greece (GRE) 1981 0.85 0.98 1.04 1.00
Hungary (HUN) 2004 1.56 1.44 1.07 1.04
Ireland (IRL) 1973 1.00 0.99 1.08 1.00
Italy (ITA) 1958 0.95 0.99 1.05 1.00
Lithuania (LTU) 2004 1.42 1.45 1.05 1.07
Luxembourg (LUX) 1958 0.90 0.99 0.99 1.00
Latvia (LVA) 2004 1.65 1.29 1.06 1.11
Malta (MLT) 2004 0.27 1.16 1.07 1.16
Netherlands (NLD) 1958 1.02 0.99 1.02 1.00
Poland (POL) 2004 1.38 1.61 1.16 1.11
Portugal (PRT) 1986 1.02 0.99 1.02 1.00
Slovakia (SVK) 2004 1.86 1.55 1.07 1.08
Slovenia (SVN) 2004 1.61 1.42 1.03 1.06
Sweden (SWE) 1995 0.92 0.97 1.01 0.99
Average changes:4

Incumbent EU members 0.96 0.98 1.02 1.00
New EU members 1.455 1.455 1.087 1.088

Notes: Countries entering in 2004 in bold.
1 Ratio of post-expansion to pre-expansion magnitudes.
2 From French VAT and WIOD data (ratio of 2005 to 2004). For compatibility between years we use a
new version of the VAT data created by French Customs for CASD (Centre d’accès sécurisé aux données).
3 d̂ni = 0.92 and λ̂

−1/θ
ni = 0.92 whenever n or i is one of the ten entrants.

4 Weighted by the number of French exporters to that destination in 2005 (VAT data).
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Table 9
EU Expansion: Aggregate and Labor-Market Outcomes

Selected Entrants Selected Incumbents
Poland Czech Rep. Hungary Austria Germany France

Panel A: Aggregate outcomes
Home market share 0.85 0.75 0.69 0.96 0.97 0.99
Average market share abroad 1.81 1.68 1.64 1.01 1.03 1.03
Real GDP 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.01 1.00 1.00
Panel B: Labor-market outcomes
Labor share in Overall 0.91 0.84 0.80 0.97 0.98 0.99

goods sector: Secondary 0.88 0.81 0.74 0.97 0.97 0.99
Primary 0.84 0.77 0.69 0.96 0.97 0.99

Real wage: Tertiary 1.06 1.10 1.12 1.01 1.01 1.00
Secondary 1.01 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.00
Primary 1.01 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00

Goods sector Tertiary 1.03 1.05 1.04 1.01 1.01 1.00
employment: Secondary 0.95 0.91 0.86 0.99 0.99 0.99

Primary 0.90 0.89 0.82 0.98 0.98 0.99

Services sector Tertiary 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00
employment: Secondary 1.04 1.06 1.10 1.01 1.01 1.00

Primary 1.04 1.09 1.12 1.01 1.01 1.00

Notes: Post-expansion to pre-expansion magnitudes, with d̂ni = λ̂
−1/θ
ni = 0.92 if n or i is one of the ten entrants.
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7 Conclusion

Our framework, taking into account the granularity of individual buyer-seller relationships,

expands the scope for explaining firm heterogeneity in a number of dimensions. Regardless

of their underlying efficiency, firms’ fortunes differ in procuring cheap inputs, contributing

to differences in their costs and their use of labor. Within each market firms have different

success in connecting with buyers. A firm may happen to sell a lot in a small, remote market

while striking out in a large one close by.

We’ve used the framework to infer that matching frictions contribute as much to gravity

as iceberg costs, and rise even more with distance. We find matching easier in larger markets,

suggesting increasing returns. Trade expansion affects workers differently depending on how

easily their employers can replace them with foreign inputs.

Extracting these conclusions from our data has required strong assumptions. A feature of

our model that helps deliver these conclusions is that matching intensity enhances a seller’s

ability to attract buyers beyond what reduced iceberg costs would deliver. Hence more buyers

per seller in a market is an indicator that matching there is easier, an implication that would

hold under weaker assumptions than we’ve made here.

As more data become available, the particular restrictions we’ve imposed, and the conclu-

sions that follow, can be reexamined.41 Observing both domestic and international firm-to-firm

connections can more tightly identify the factors inhibiting cross-border trade. Expanding on

the product dimension can reconcile individual firms’ idiosyncratic purchases and sales with

aggregate input-output analysis. Keeping track of firm-to-firm connections over time can

provide insight into the short versus long-run effects of trade policy.
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On-Line Appendices

A Data Sources

We use four distinct datasets. The first three, discussed in Section 2, cover only the goods sec-

tor (defined for our purposes as manufacturing, wholesale, and retail). The fourth incorporates

the goods sector into general equilibrium.

A.1 EU Firm-to-Destination Data (TEC)

These data, from the OECD’s Trade by Enterprise Characteristics data (henceforth TEC),

report the total number of firms in each of 27 EU members exporting goods to each of the

other EU members in 2012.42

We use this dataset to construct our measure of Nni (number of exporters from i selling

in n), In (number of importers in n) and IPn (number of importing producers). All three are

used in Section 5.1.3 (as described in detail in Appendix C.3). The bilateral exporter data

are used in Figure 1. Constructing these measures requires:

1. the number of firms exporting to at least one EU destination, as reported by the ex-

porting country.

2. the bilateral number of exporters to each EU destination, as reported by the exporting

country.

3. the number of firms importing from at least one EU source, as reported by the importing

country.

Constructing Nni presents two problems. One is that, for some exporter firms, the data

don’t report the destination. We denote the number of such exporters as N0
i . The second is

that the bilateral data don’t record the sector of the exporting firm at our level of disaggre-

gation. Hence we can only get the counts for a broader class of exporting firms (combining

42These data are available at https://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx?DataSetCode=TEC1 REV4. They may
undercount the total number of exporters because of the following loophole:

The exemption threshold defines the value above which the parties (taxable persons) are obliged
to provide Intrastat information. Member States are required to determine this threshold each
year. The threshold is expressed in annual values and it is set in order to ensure that the
information provided is such that at least 97% of the total dispatches and at least 93% of the
total arrivals, expressed in value, of the relevant Member State’s taxable persons is covered.

Eurostat (2017): Compilers guide on European statistics on international trade in goods - 2017 edition, p.179,
available at: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/3859598/8021340/KS-02-17-333-EN-N.pdf.
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exporters in industry, wholesale, and retail). We denote this count as NB
ni. The multilateral

export data do, however, provide exporter information both at this broader level of aggrega-

tion and at our preferred level (industry and wholesale). Denoting the first by EB
i and the

second by Ei we compute:

Nni =

(
Ei
EB
i

)(
N0
i +

∑
n′ N

B
n′i∑

n′ N
B
n′i

)
NB
ni.

Our measure IPn is the number of importers in country n in industry and wholesale while In

includes retail as well.43

A.2 French Firm-to-Firm Data (VAT)

Table 10
2005 VAT Data, Initial vs. Final sample

Initial dataset Final dataset1

Sectors of exporters All Manufacturing & Wholesale Manufacturing Wholesale
Products All Manufactured Manufactured Manufactured
Observations2 3,984,909 3,145,709 1,756,616 1,389,093
Relationships3 1,295,446 1,019,987 658,040 361,947
Exporters 46,928 30,787 18,444 12,343
Buyers 571,149 481,832
Sales ($ millions) 257,302 190,501 164,680 25,821

Source: VAT Data; Year: 2005;
1 The final dataset excludes sellers belonging to sectors others than Manufacturing and Wholesale (i.e., Retail, Agricul-
ture, Extraction).
2 An observation corresponds to a seller-buyer-product triad.
3 A relationship is a seller-buyer dyad with sales aggregated over all products.

These data report the sales of each French firm to each of its buyers in each of the other

24 EU member countries in 2005. French Customs collects the data in administering the EU’s

value-added tax. Bergounhon et al. (2018) provide a thorough description.

We restrict exporters to French firms in the manufacturing sector and to firms in the

wholesale sector that ship manufactures. Sales include only shipments of manufactures.44 We

include all buyers as the data don’t report their sector.

43Due to changes in reporting thresholds, the counts of importers can occasionally take dramatic jumps
up or down between 2012 and an adjacent year. To obtain the broadest measure of importers we take the
maximum value that the importing country reports in any year from 2011 to 2013.

44The smallest exporters aren’t required to report the product dimension. We include these firms as obser-
vations and all their shipments as sales.
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Table 10 summarizes various dimensions of the data. Total exports in this sample aggregate

to US$257 billion in 2005, capturing 78 percent of total French exports of finished goods to

these destinations in the World Input-Output Database (WIOD), described below.45

For each destination n we calculate the number of French firms NnF exporting there and

the number of firms buying from them FnF . Since we know the identity of individual buyers as

well as sellers, we calculate the number French exporters with b buyers, NnF (b) and the number

of importers with s French sellers FnF (s). We also construct the number of relationships RnF

between these French exporters and their buyers in destination n. We can also compute how

much is sold to each buyer in destination n. Aggregating across buyers in n and exporters in

France, we obtain the value of exports by French producers to n, XP
nF , for n 6= F . Table 11

displays the basic statistics by destination. They form the observations for the regressions in

Table 1.

To check consistency between the VAT data and the TEC data, we compare the two

bilateral exporter series for France as the exporter. Figure 8 plots NnF for 2012 from TEC

against NnF for 2005 from VAT.

Figure 8: Number of French exporters in 2005 and 2012

A.3 French Firm Labor-Share Data (DADS)

We obtain firm-level data on labor shares as follows. We consider only French manufactur-

ing firms, merging administrative-origin tax data from firm-level balance-sheets from Fichier

45French Customs generates both the VAT data and the export data used in the WIOD. The VAT data follow
a different protocol and have different coverage (excluding, for instance, exports to individuals or shipments
in which either seller or buyer lacks a VAT identifier).
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Table 11
2005 VAT Data, Final dataset

RnF x̄nF
1 NnF b̄nF FnF s̄nF XP

nF
2 πnF

Austria 23,668 131 6,784 3.5 12,267 1.9 3,103 0.019
Belgium 173,379 126 21,798 8.0 59,989 2.9 21,851 0.106
Cyprus 2,679 85 1,703 1.6 1,344 2.0 227 0.028
Czech Republic 9,919 245 5,069 2.0 4,796 2.1 2,430 0.021
Germany 196,830 207 18,415 10.7 103,120 1.9 40,809 0.028
Denmark 17,711 139 6,554 2.7 8,098 2.2 2,455 0.024
Spain 135,911 239 17,230 7.9 68,419 2.0 32,422 0.045
Estonia 1,872 96 1,334 1.4 973 1.9 180 0.020
Finland 10,527 145 4,407 2.4 4,813 2.2 1,531 0.014
United Kingdom 94,132 288 14,930 6.3 44,882 2.1 27,142 0.034
Greece 20,242 112 6,508 3.1 9,106 2.2 2,259 0.021
Hungary 7,161 295 4,057 1.8 3,520 2.0 2,112 0.027
Ireland 13,031 171 4,885 2.7 6,015 2.2 2,225 0.028
Italy 146,039 167 15,900 9.2 79,046 1.8 24,319 0.022
Lithuania 2,389 113 1,661 1.4 1,218 2.0 270 0.020
Luxembourg 23,314 50 8,509 2.7 6,603 3.5 1,168 0.079
Latvia 2,184 69 1,516 1.4 1,046 2.1 151 0.014
Malta 1,747 64 1,302 1.3 783 2.2 112 0.033
Netherlands 55,650 189 12,372 4.5 27,697 2.0 10,530 0.042
Poland 17,857 242 6,736 2.7 8,352 2.1 4,319 0.021
Portugal 38,837 107 9,888 3.9 17,176 2.3 4,150 0.035
Slovakia 3,468 210 2,296 1.5 1,677 2.1 727 0.018
Slovenia 3,243 458 2,109 1.5 1,690 1.9 1,487 0.061

Source: VAT Data Year: 2005
1 $ thousands. 2 $ millions.

complet unifié de SUSE (Système unifié de statistiques d’entreprises) (FICUS)46 with firm-

level employment data from Declaration Annuelle des Données Sociales (DADS) for the year

2005.47 The DADS data report the wage bill by the qualification level of workers. From these

data we take the wage bills for skilled and for unskilled production workers. We divide each by

total variable costs (total intermediate purchases, reported in FICUS, plus total payments to

production labor), to make them shares in production costs. The results deliver the quantiles

of the shares of each type of production labor, reported in Figures 6b and 6a, used to construct

moments for estimation as described in Section 5.1.2.

46See https://www.insee.fr/fr/information/2407173
47We exclude wholesalers since accounting conventions for them aren’t compatible with those for manufac-

turing firms.
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A.4 Sectoral Data (WIOD)

We use these data both to construct absorption and trade share measures for 2012 and 2005

used in Sections 2 and 5, and to obtain service and good sector preference and production

share parameters used in Section 5.1.3.

A.4.1 Trade Shares

Our trade measures ignore the world outside the EU. From rows of the WIOD we calculate

the flow XP
ni of goods from the manufacturing and wholesale sectors in source i to all buyers

in destination n.48 We calculate trade shares as:

πni =
XP
ni

XP
n

,

where XP
n is total absorption of the output of producers in EU destinations n:

XP
n =

∑
i

XP
ni, n, i ∈ EU.

To maintain consistency with the French firm-to-firm data, for 2005 we replace XP
nF (n 6= F )

from WIOD with the value obtained by summing the VAT data across French exporters. In

both the WIOD and VAT data, our measures of absorption exclude retail markups.

A.4.2 Preference and Production Shares

We now turn to the preference and production shares for the goods and services sectors used

in Section 5.1.1 We define the goods sector (superscript G) as the sum of manufacturing,

wholesale, and retail. The services sector (superscript S) is the sum of the remaining sectors.

Preference Parameters We measure total final consumption XF
n in WIOD, separating

goods XF,G
n and services XF,S

n . We include all purchases from domestic or foreign sources

(including from outside the EU) by households and the government (combining it with house-

holds). We treat investment as intermediate purchases. We compute household spending

shares as:

αGn =
XF,G
n

XF
n

; αSn =
XF,S
n

XF
n

.

48EU destinations represented 58 percent of French exports of these goods worldwide in 2005.
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Production Parameters We need to adjust the WIOD data to reflect our treatments of

investment and of trade outside the EU.

a. adjustments WIOD provides measures of each sector’s output, XI,G
n and XI,S

n , used

for investment, but does not indicate the sector spending on investment. To fold investment

spending into intermediates, we apportion each sector’s contribution to investment according

to its contribution to intermediates. Our measures of sectoral value added are consequently:

W̃G
n = Y G

n −XGG
n −XSG

n −
XGG
n

XGG
n +XSG

n

XI,G
n − XGS

n

XGS
n +XSS

n

XI,S
n ;

W̃ S
n = Y S

n −XSG
n −XSS

n −
XSG
n

XGG
n +XSG

n

XI,G
n − XSS

n

XGS
n +XSS

n

XI,S
n .

We scale our measures of sectoral value added so that total value added in the EU equals

total final spending by the EU, since we ignore the world outside the EU. Our scaling factor

is:

ς =

∑
n′∈EU X

F
n′∑

n′∈EU

(
W̃G
n′ + W̃ S

n′

) ,
which turns out to be 0.955. We set WG

n = ςW̃G
n , W S

n = ςW̃ S
n , and Wn = WG

n + W S
n . With

our scaling, the trade deficit of any country n within the EU is Dn = XF
n −Wn and the EU

as a whole has balanced trade with the rest of the world.

We need to decompose country-level deficits into trade imbalances in goods and trade

imbalances in services. Since we don’t model trade in services, we treat service deficits as

transfers. We take trade deficits in goods from our matrix of bilateral trade flows:

DG
n =

∑
i 6=n

XP
ni −

∑
k 6=n

XP
kn. (42)

We calculate trade imbalances in the service sector as DS
n = Dn −DG

n .

b. services In the model, services are produced with intermediate goods and labor, thus

netting out intermediate services. In the data, we remove services intermediates from WIOD’s

gross services output Ỹ S to obtain our model-consistent measure of services output:

Y S
n = Ỹ S

n − X̃SS
n .
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Since labor is the only source of value added, the input shares for the services sector are:

βS,Ln =
W S
n

Y S
n

; βSGn = 1− βS,Ln ,

our Cobb-Douglas share parameters.

c. goods Our goods sector sums manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers. In our model

manufacturers and wholesalers (collectively producers) sell goods to each other, to retailers,

and abroad. Retailers sell final goods to consumers and intermediates to the service sector.

Contrary to WIOD’s convention, we treat the cost of goods sold by wholesalers and retailers

as intermediate expenditures and hence part of their gross production.

To adjust WIOD’s measure of goods sector output to include the cost of goods sold by

wholesalers and retailers, we measure goods sector output by adding up all the inputs used

by manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers:

Y G
n = WG

n +XGG
n +XGS

n .

To calculate XGS
n we decompose service output as:

αSnX
F
n +XGS

n −DS
n = Y S

n .

Substituting back into the expression for goods sector output, we get:

Y G
n = WG

n +XGG
n + (Y S

n − αSnXF
n +DS

n).

Input shares in the goods sector are thus:

βG,Ln =
WG
n

Y G
n

; βGGn =
XGG
n

Y G
n

; βGSn = 1− βG,Ln − βGGn .

We now turn to how the retail sector fits into our accounting framework. Since goods

intermediates are all supplied by producers, producer output in source country i is the sum

of sales of intermediate goods in all destinations n:

Y P
i =

∑
n

πniX
P
n ,
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where XP
n , absorption of the output of producers, is the same, in our accounting framework,

as XGG
n , the goods sector’s use of goods intermediates. Retail output, which includes its cost

of goods sold, is:

Y R
n = Y G

n − Y P
n

= XF,G
n +XSG

n +XGG
n −DG

n − Y P
n

= αGnX
F
n + βSGn Y S

n + βGGn Y G
n −DG

n − Y P
n

= αGnX
F
n + βSGn Y S

n +XP
n −DG

n − Y P
n

= αGnX
F
n + βSGn Y S

n .

d. type-specific labor shares We calibrate type-specific labor shares by sector, βG,ln and

βS,ln , for each type of labor l ∈ ΩL = {t, s, p} from WIOD’s Social and Economic Accounts

(SEA) for 2005 and 2009.49 The WIOD SEA classifies workers into six skill categories based

on levels of educational attainment. We group their lowest two categories into primary (p),

their middle two into secondary (s), and their top two into tertiary (t). For the goods sector

we pool data from the manufacturing, wholesale, and retail sectors with the remaining sectors

comprising services.

We measure labor compensation in each sector, S and G, going to skill-type l ∈ ΩL, which

we denote by W S,l
n and WG,l

n . We construct type-specific labor shares, using the overall labor

shares calibrated above:

βS,ln =

(
W S,l
n∑

l′W
S,l′
n

)
βS,Ln ; βG,ln =

(
WG,l
n∑

l′W
G,l′
n

)
βG,Ln .

For S and forG, except for France in 2005, we use WIOD SEA’s data on labor compensation by

level of education to construct these measures. To be consistent with data on the distribution

of labor shares, for the French goods sector in 2005, we use data from DADS rather than

from WIOD SEA to create WG,l
F , treating skilled production workers (from DADS) as type s

workers and unskilled production workers (from DADS) as type p workers.

49We use data for 2009 instead of 2012, as it’s the most recent year with labor compensation disaggregated
by educational attainment.
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B Model Derivations

Here we describe the solution of (15) to obtain the parameters of the cost distribution, con-

ditional on wages, and the equilibrium conditions (44) used to obtain wages.

B.1 Conditions for a Finite Constant

The constant that cancels out of the cost distribution (see footnote 3.4) can be written as:

gi(m)θ =
∏
k

∫ ∞
0

...

∫ ∞
0

e−
∑m
ω=1 xω

(
m∑
ω=1

x−(σ−1)/((θ(1−γ))
ω

)θβk,i/(σ−1)

dx1...dxm


=

∏
k

∫ ∞
0

...

∫ ∞
0

e−
∑m
ω=1 xω

( m∑
ω=1

x−(σ−1)/(θ(1−γ))
ω

)−θ(1−γ)/(σ−1)
−βk,i/(1−γ)

dx1...dxm


≤

∏
k

(∫ ∞
0

...

∫ ∞
0

e−
∑m
ω=1 xω [min{x1, x2, ..., xm}]−βk,i/(1−γ) dx1...dxm

)
. (43)

We can treat each xω as an independent realization of a random variable, Xω, with a unit

exponential distribution, hence the distribution of their minimum is

Pr[min{X1, X2, ..., Xm} ≤ x] = 1−
m∏
ω=1

Pr[Xω > x] = 1− e−mx,

allowing us to write (43) as:

gi(m)θ ≤
∏
k

(∫ ∞
0

me−mxx−βk,i/(1−γ)dx

)
=

∏
k

(
mβk,i/(1−γ)

∫ ∞
0

e−yy−βk,i/(1−γ)dy

)
=

∏
k

(
mβk,i/(1−γ)Γ

(
1− βk,i

1− γ

))
.

An implication is that gi(m) is finite if βk,i < 1− γ for all k.
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B.2 Computing the Cost Distribution

Given wk,i and Bi we can compute the Υn’s by iterating on (15), repeated here for convenience:

Υn =
∑
i

λnid
−θ
ni Ti

∏
k

(
λk

1− γ
B−ϕi Υ1−γ

i + w
−θ(1−γ)
k,i

)βk,i/(1−γ)

,

for n = 1, ...,N .

Define υ = [ln Υ1, ln Υ2, ..., ln ΥN ] which is the fixed point of

υ = F (υ) .

The mapping F has n’th element:

Fn(y) = ln

[∑
i

exp

(
Ani +

K∑
k=1

βk,i
1− γ

ln
(
uk,ie

(1−γ)yi + w
−θ(1−γ)
k,i

))]
;

Ani = lnλnid
−θ
ni Ti − θβ0,i lnw0,i; uk,i =

λk
1− γ

B−ϕi .

We verify that F satisfies Blackwell’s conditions for a contraction. For monotonicity, it’s

apparent that if x ≤ y then Fn(x) ≤ Fn(y) for each n = 1, ...,N . For discounting, consider

a > 0 so that, for each n = 1, ...,N :

Fn(y + a) = ln
∑
i

exp

(
Ani +

K∑
k=1

βk,i
1− γ

ln
(
uk,ie

(1−γ)(yi+a) + w
−θ(1−γ)
k,i

))

= ln
∑
i

exp

(
Ani +

K∑
k=1

βk,i
1− γ

[
(1− γ)a+ ln

(
uk,ie

(1−γ)yi + e−(1−γ)aw
−θ(1−γ)
k,i

)])

= ln
∑
i

exp

(
Ani + (1− β0,i)a+

K∑
k=1

βk,i
1− γ

ln
(
uk,ie

(1−γ)yi + e−(1−γ)aw
−θ(1−γ)
k,i

))

≤ ln
∑
i

exp

(
Ani + (1− β

0
)a+

K∑
k=1

βk,i
1− γ

ln
(
uk,ie

(1−γ)yi + w
−θ(1−γ)
k,i

))

= ln
∑
i

exp

(
Ani +

K∑
k=1

βk,i
1− γ

ln
(
uk,ie

(1−γ)yi + w
−θ(1−γ)
k,i

))
+ ln e(1−β

0
)a

= Fn(y) + (1− β
0
)a,

where β
0

= mini {β0,i}. Boundedness follows from positing a common upper bound y <∞ and
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lower bound y > −∞ on each dimension of y and showing that evaluating the right-hand-side

at these bounds yields a left-hand-side outcome within them.

B.3 Market Clearing

To solve for wages wli and final spending XF
i , begin with the uses of goods and services output

in country i in final demand and as inputs into the goods and services sector:

Y G
i = αGi X

F
i + βGGi Y G

i + βSGi Y S
i −DG

i

Y S
i = αSi X

F
i + βGSi Y G

i −DS
i

to get:

Y G
i =

[
(1− αSi ) + βSGi αSi

]
XF
i −DG

i

1− βGGi − βSGi βGSi

Y S
i = αSi X

F
i + βGSi

[
(1− αSi ) + βSGi αSi

]
XF
i −DG

i

1− βGGi − βSGi βGSi
.

Also using XP
i = βGGi Y G

i and Y P
i = XP

i −DG
i , equations (21) and (22) become:

βGGi

[(
1− βS,Li αSi

)
XF
i − D̃i

]
βG,Li + βS,Li βGSi

−DG
i =

∑
n

πni
βGGn

[(
1− βS,Ln αSn

)
XF
n − D̃n

]
βG,Ln + βS,Ln βGSn

Y l
i =

[
αSi

(
βS,li βG,Li − βS,Li βG,li

)
+ βG,li + βS,li βGSi

]
XF
i − (βG,li + βS,li βGSi )D̃i

βG,Li + βS,Li βGSi
− βS,li DS

i , (44)

where Y l
i = wliL

l
i and D̃i = DG

i + (1− βS,Li )DS
i . Note, of course, that labor incomes Y l

i , trade

shares πni (through Ξi), and labor shares in the goods sector βG,li (through $k,i) embody the

solution for the wli.

B.4 Deriving the Price Index

Like producers, retailers perform tasks of each type k with each task having cost cω,k drawn

independently from the distribution Gk,i(c) given by (14). Consider first retailers with m tasks
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of each type k. We can derive their price index from the expression:

[
PR
i (m)

]1−σ′
= p(m)FR

i E


∏

k

(
m∑
ω=1

c
−(σ−1)
ω,k

)−βk,i/(σ−1)
1−σ′


= p(m)FR

i

∏
k

∫ ∞
0

...

∫ ∞
0

(
m∑
ω=1

c−(σ−1)
ω

)−βk,i(1−σ′)/(σ−1)

dGk,i(c1)...dGk,i(cm)

= p(m)FR
i g

R
i (m)Ξ

(σ′−1)/θ
i ;

gRi (m) =
∏
k

∫ ∞
0

...

∫ ∞
0

e−
∑m
ω=1 xω

(
m∑
ω=1

x−(σ−1)/[θ(1−γ)]
ω

)βk,i/(σ−1)

dx1dx2...dxm

 .

The overall retail price index is:

PR
i =

[∑
m

(
PR
i (m)

)1−σ′
]1/(1−σ′)

=

[∑
m

p(m)FR
i g

R
i (m)Ξ

(σ′−1)/θ
i

]1/(1−σ′)

= gRi Ξ
−1/θ
i ;

gRi =

(∑
m

p(m)FR
i g

R
i (m)

)1/(1−σ′)

.

Note that σ′ enters the price index only through the constant gRi so drops out of price changes.

C Estimation

Our estimation proceeds sequentially.

C.1 Parameters Estimated Simultaneously

We estimate Θ using French firm-to-firm and labor share data for 2005, as described in Sections

5.1.2, to fit the moments described below.

C.1.1 Constructing Data Moments

The moments taken from the data are:

1. Distribution of buyers per French seller. We form bins b̃ for the number of buyers
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per French seller:

b̃ ∈ ΩB = {1, 2, [3, 4] , [5, 8] , [9, 16] , [17, 32] , [33,∞)} .

For each European destination n 6= F we calculate NnF (b̃)/NnF , the number of French sellers

in bin b̃ as fraction of total French sellers to that destination, creating 24 sets of 7 moments,

each denoted mn(1).

2. Distribution of French sellers per buyer. We form bins s̃ for the number of French

sellers per buyer:

s̃ ∈ ΩS = {1, 2, [3, 4] , [5, 8] , [9, 16] , [17, 32] , [33, 64] , [65, 128] , [129,∞)}

For each European destination n 6= F we calculate FnF (s̃)/FnF , the number of buyers in

bin s̃ as fraction of total buyers from French sellers in that destination, creating 24 sets of 9

moments, each denoted mn(2).

3. Distribution of production labor shares. For type s and type p workers (according

to the DADS classification) we form bins according to the percentiles of the share of labor of

that type in French manufacturing firms. We assign a French firm with labor shares βs and

βp to its appropriate bins for each type of labor. Our moments are the fraction of firms in

each bin. We divide firms into bins based on the qth percentiles of labor share where q takes

the values:

qs ∈ {0.25, 0.30, ..., 0.95, 0.99, 1}

qp ∈ {0.50, 0.55, ..., 0.95, 0.99, 1}

where, since many firms have zero labor shares, we’ve combined the lower percentiles. We

denote the 17 moments for βs by ms(3) and the 12 moments for βp by mp(3).

C.1.2 Computing Model Moments

In parallel to our data moments, given a parameter vector Θ, we compute the following sets

of moments from our model:

1. Distribution of buyers per French seller. We use equation (36), summing over

b ∈ b̃, to form NnF (b̃)/NnF . We invert (27) for i = F , given data on bnF , to recover λ̃nF . We
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compute integrals numerically. This step delivers the m̂n(1,Θ), the model analogue of mn(1).

2. Distribution of French sellers per buyer. We use equation (37), summing over

s ∈ s̃, to form FnF (s̃)/FnF . Since (37) builds on (33) we need to compute the binomial

probability Pr[sk,nF = sk|m]. For large m we use the Poisson approximation to the binomial

(with the same mean mπnF$k,n). This step delivers the m̂n(2,Θ), the model analogue of

mn(2).

3. Simulating labor-share distributions. To compute the distributions of the shares

of type s and type p workers in French firms, we simulate 10, 000 firms. For each firm we

proceed in four steps:

(a) We draw the number of tasks of each type k from the distribution p(m), m ∈ ΩM .

(b) For each type of task, the fraction of spending devoted to task ω is:

πk,ω = βk,F
c
−(σ−1)
k,ω∑m

ω′=1 c
−(σ−1)
k,ω′

,

where the task-specific costs have distribution (14). Since Φk,F c
θ(1−γ)
k,ω has a unit expo-

nential distribution, we draw xk,ω from that parameter-free distribution to compute:

x
−(σ−1)/(θ(1−γ))
k,ω∑m

ω′=1 x
−(σ−1)/(θ(1−γ))
k,ω′

=
c
−(σ−1)
k,ω∑m

ω′=1 c
−(σ−1)
k,ω′

.

(c) Each task is carried out by the firm’s own workers according to the outcome of a Bernoulli

trial with probability of success 1−$1,F for unskilled tasks and 1−$2,F for skilled tasks.

(d) Combining steps b and c we aggregate across the tasks of each type to obtain the firm-

level share of costs for type s workers βs and type p workers βp.

(e) We assign the firm to its appropriate percentile bin from step 3 of Section C.1.1. The

fraction of firms in each bin delivers m̂s(3,Θ) and m̂p(3,Θ), the model analogues of ms(3)

and mp(3).
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C.1.3 Method-of-Moments Estimation

Stacking our 413 moments we form the vector of residuals between data and model:

y(Θ) =



y1(1; Θ)
...

y24(1; Θ)

y1(2; Θ)
...

y24(2; Θ)

ys(3; Θ)

yp(3; Θ).



=



m1(1)− m̂1(1; Θ)
...

m24(1)− m̂24(1; Θ)

m1(2)− m̂1(2; Θ)
...

m24(2)− m̂24(2; Θ)

ms(3)− m̂s(3; Θ)

mp(3)− m̂p(3; Θ).


We treat yn(1; Θ) and yn(2; Θ) as generated by sampling error in the data moment and ys(3; Θ)

and yp(3; Θ) as generated by simulation error in the model moment. Our moment condition

is:

E[y(Θ0)] = 0

where Θ0 is the true value of Θ. We thus seek a Θ that achieves:

Θ̂ = arg min
Θ

: {y(Θ)′Wy(Θ)}

where W is a weighting matrix.

The weighting matrix W is block diagonal with each of the 50 sets of moments constituting

a block. Each block is the Moore-Penrose inverse of the variance-covariance matrix of the

corresponding set of moments.

Sampling error implies the variance-covariance matrices:

V (mn(1)) =
1

NnF

[diag(m̂n(1 : Θ))− m̂n(1 : Θ)m̂n(1 : Θ)′]

V (mn(2)) =
1

FnF
[diag(m̂n(2 : Θ))− m̂n(2 : Θ)m̂n(2 : Θ)′] .
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Simulation error implies the variance covariance matrices:

V (m̂s(3,Θ)) =
1

2000
[diag(ms(3))−ms(3)ms(3)′]

V (m̂p(3,Θ)) =
1

2000
[diag(mp(3))−mp(3)mp(3)′] .

Table 12
Estimates and Bootstrap Results

Estimates1 Mean across Standard error Standard error Error reduction
bootstraps (without correction) (with correction) through bias

correction
γ 0.37 0.38 0.038 0.026 -29.8%
ϕ 0.33 0.33 0.020 0.019 -7.88%
σ 2.64 2.72 0.150 0.105 -29.8%
β1 0.38 0.38 0.032 0.029 -10.2%
λ1 0.17 0.17 0.031 0.031 -0.79%
λ2 0.83 0.83 0.031 0.031 -0.79%
p(m)
1 0.049 0.048 0.008 0.008 -1.50%
4 0.53 0.503 0.049 0.040 -17%
16 0.36 0.364 0.050 0.050 0.006%
64 0.048 0.075 0.037 0.027 -29.2%
256 0.005 0.007 0.003 0.003 -11.4%
1024 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.0008 -22.6%
4096 0.0006 0.001 0.0004 0.0003 -26.1%
Notes: Standard errors are across 25 estimates of the model each using moments computed from a separate
bootstrap sample. Each bootstrap sample draws exporters with replacement from the original data, keeping the
number of exporters the same. We present standard errors without and with bias correction. The last column
shows the impact of bias correction.

1 As reported in Tables 2, 3, and 4

In calculating the model moments m̂(Θ), we impose that the λk’s satisfy the relationship,

from (35):

ln
λ1

1− λ1

=
1

N
∑
n

ln
$1,n/(1−$1,n)

$2,n/(1−$2,n)
− θ(1− γ)

1

N
∑
n

ln
w1,n

w2,n

,

with λ2 = 1− λ1.

C.1.4 Standard Errors

Table 12 displays the parameter estimates and their standard errors, with and without biased

bootstrap correction. The mean across bootstraps is greater than the point estimates for ϕ,

σ and some p(m) for large m, indicating that the bootstrap procedure induces a positive bias
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for these parameters. An explanation is that, as we randomly sample French exporters from

the VAT data with replacement in a setting with many-to-many matching, buyers with many

French sellers are overrepresented in the bootstrapped samples. This decreases FnF , the total

number of European importers from France, and shifts the empirical distribution of French

sellers per buyer upwards. The estimated probability distribution of tasks shifts towards larger

values of m and the estimated buyer congestion parameter is also higher.

C.2 Variance of Idiosyncratic Costs

As explained in Section 5.1.3, we choose σ2
δ to fit the measure of French exporters. Following

the logic of equation (18) but changing the variable of integration to y = TFΞF c̄
θ as in (38),

we compute the measure of French exporters as:

EF =

∫ ∞
0

(
1−

∏
n6=F

q̃nF (y)

)
dy;

q̃nF (y) =

∫
exp

(
−λ̃nF η̃n

(
λ̃nF
BnF

δθy

))
dD(δ),

where BnF = RnF/$n and the λ̃nF are the same as those used to fit (36). Note that σ2
δ

(variance of ln δ) is the only parameter of the lognormal distribution D(δ) in the last integral.

(Recall that the restriction imposed in (12) implies that ln δ has mean θσ2
δ/2.)

C.3 Bilateral Matching

As described in Section 5.1.3, we estimate bilateral matching intensities λni and the buyer

congestion parameter ϕ using measures of firms Fn, buyers Bn, average buyers per seller bni,

and producers F P
n . We construct these measures from the EU firm-to-destination data as

follows:

Firms and buyers. We approximate the measure of firms F̂n in destination n from data

on the number of firms In (producers and retailers) in n reporting imports from other EU

members. To do so we invert equation (32), using our estimates of $1,n, $2,n, and the p(m)

from above. Since F̂n incorporates noise both in our importer data and in our calculation of

the probability of importing, we project ln F̂n onto lnXP
n to obtain our measure of firms Fn.
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(Figure 9 depicts the projection.) Using equation (4), our measure of buyers Bn in destination

n is m̄Fn, with m̄ as implied by our p(m).

Figure 9: Estimate of total number of firms and market size

Buyers per exporter. Using (24), we approximate buyers per exporter ̂̄bni in market n

from source i as: ̂̄bni =
πni$nBn

Nni

,

where Bn and $n are from above, while πni and Nni are data. This procedure delivers ̂̄bni < 1

for 21 of our 702 bilateral pairs. Since b̄ni must exceed 1, we estimate:

̂̄bni − 1 = exp(β′xni) + εni.

for n 6= i using Poisson pseudo maximum likelihood. Here the vector xni includes effects for

source i and destination n, distance between n and i (in logs), and other bilateral indicators.

From this regression, reported in Table 13, we extract our measure of buyers per seller as:

b̄ni = 1 + exp(β̂′xni)

Producers. We impute the number of producers in country i, F P
i , from TEC’s count of the

producers there that import from any EU source (IPi ) and the count of all firms (producers
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Table 13
Buyers per Seller Projection

Dependent variable b̂ni − 1
Log(Distance) -0.64

(0.07)
Years since EU entry1

6 years -0.61
(0.20)

9 years -0.45
(0.16)

18 years -0.17
(0.16)

27 years -0.17
(0.17)

32 years 0.00
(excluded category)

40 years -0.10
(0.27)

55 years -0.33
(0.20)

Constant 6.58
(0.53)

N 701
R2 0.67

Notes: Estimated using Poisson Pseudo-Maximum Likelihood. We include
destination and source fixed effects. We have 701 observations rather than 702
(27*26) as Cyprus has no exporter to Luxembourg in 2012.
1For each country pair, we calculate the number of years elapsed between the
more recent EU entry date of the two and our reference year of 2012.

and retailers) that import from any EU source (Ii), setting:

F P
i =

IPi
Ii
Fi,

with Fi from above.

C.4 Non-Targeted Moments

To compute the model values in Figure 5 and the model analog of the regression described at

the end of Section 2.3, we simulate individual French firms. We start with the transformed

core cost of a potential French producer, y = TFΞF c̄
θ, which from (11) is uniformly distributed
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over [0,∞).

We take an importance-sampling approach to draw transformed core costs, which over-

samples low-cost producers. In particular, we draw from the distribution

F (y) =


α−1
α
y, y ≤ 1

1− 1
α
y−(α−1), y ≥ 1,

where α > 1 determines the likelihood of drawing high-cost firms (chosen for a good combi-

nation speed and accuracy). We then apply an importance weight of 1/f(y) to any outcome

computed for our simulated potential French producer, where f(y) is the density of F (y). We

simulate 200, 000 potential producers.

For Figure 5 the only outcome we need is the number of buyers for each potential pro-

ducer in each destination n. Given y, these values are drawn independently from the Poisson

distribution with parameter λ̃nF η̃n( λ̃nF
BnF

δθny), where BnF = RnF/$n and ln δn is drawn inde-

pendently from N(θσ2
δ/2, σ

2
δ ).

For the regression, we also need expected sales per buyer. Suppose a buyer in n has m

tasks of each type, with task ω of type k supplied by the French firm. The cost for the other

m − 1 suppliers is drawn from (14), which we can express in terms of the unit exponential

distribution as in simulating labor shares (see Appendix C.1.2). The share of this buyer’s cost

spent on our French firm, expressed in terms of observables, is given by:

πk,n(m, y) = βk,n

(
λ̃nF
BnF

δθny
)−1/θ̃

(
λ̃nF
BnF

δθny
)−1/θ̃

+
∑

ω′ 6=ω

(
(1−γ)$k,n

λk
xk,n(ω′)

)−1/(θ̃(1−γ))
; θ̃ =

θ

σ − 1
.

Taking account of the different arrival rates, the probability that the buyer would be fulfilling

a task of type k is:

qk,n(y) =
η̃k,n

(
λ̃nF
BnF

δθy
)

η̃n

(
λ̃nF
BnF

δθy
) ,

where the function η̃k,n(x) is the same as (29) without summing over k. We compute expected

sales per buyer as:

πn(y) =
∑
m∈ΩM

p(m)
∑
k

qk,n(y)πk,n(m, y).
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Since buyer size is independent of the seller, we can use πn(y) to measure how sales per buyer

across destinations varies with the French firm’s cost.

D Counterfactuals

We use total GDP across countries as our numéraire:

Y =
N∑
i=1

Yi = 1.

Hence, where x′ denotes the counterfactual value of any magnitude x, the counterfactual

values of GDP satisfy:
N∑
i=1

Y ′i = 1.

In addition to exogenous parameters (which include deficits), we also condition on initial

values for trade shares, πni, outsourcing shares, $k,i, measures of buyers, Bi, and each type

of labor’s contribution to GDP, Y l
i = wliL

l
i for l ∈ ΩL = {t, s, p}.

Our applications concern equilibrium responses to exogenous changes in bilateral matching

frictions (from {λni} to {λ′ni}) and in iceberg trade costs (from {dni} to {d′ni}).50 Solving

for the new equilibrium requires solving four systems of equations simultaneously to obtain

{Ŷ l
i , ŵ

l
i, B̂i, Υ̂n}.

The first systems two involve writing (44) in terms of changes as:

βGGi

[(
1− βS,Li αSi

)
(Y ′i +Di)− D̃i

]
βG,L

′

i + βS,Li βGSi
−DG

i =
∑
n

π′ni

βGG
′

n

[(
1− βS,Ln αSn

)
(Y ′n +Dn)− D̃n

]
βG,L

′
n + βS,Ln βGSn

Y l ′

i =

[
αSi

(
βS,li βG,L

′

i − βS,Li βG,l
′

i

)
+ βG,l

′

i + βS,li βGSi

]
(Y ′i +Di)− (βG,l

′

i + βS,li βGSi )D̃i

βG,L
′

i + βS,Li βGSi
−βS,li DS

i ,

where Y l ′
i = Y l

i ŵ
l
i, π

′
ni = πniπ̂ni, β

G,L ′

i =
∑

l β
G,l ′

i , and Y ′i =
∑

l Y
l ′
i .

The third system writes (38) in terms of changes as:

B′i = m̄

∫ ∞
0

(
1− e−

∑
n λ
′
ni(B

′
n)1−ϕ/(1−γ)η̃′n(λ′ni(B′n)−ϕ/(1−γ)y/π′ni)

)
dy + m̄FR

i ,

50Our methodology would allow us to consider changes in other exogenous parameters, such as technology
(from {Ti} to {T ′i}).
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where η̃′n(x) is given in (29) with $′k,n in place of $k,n.

The fourth system writes (15) in terms of changes as:

Υ̂n =
∑
i

πniλ̂nid̂
−θ
ni

K∏
k=0

(
$k,iB̂

−ϕ
i Υ̂1−γ

i + (1−$k,i) ŵ
−θ(1−γ)
k,i

)βk,i/(1−γ)

, (45)

The solution requires calculating:

π̂ni =

λ̂nid̂
−θ
ni

(
K∏
k=0

Φ̂
βk,i/(1−γ)

k,i

)
Υ̂n

Φ̂k,i = $k,iB̂
−ϕ
i Υ̂1−γ

i + (1−$k,i) ŵ
−θ(1−γ)
k,i k = 1, 2

$′k,i = $k,i
B̂−ϕi Υ̂1−γ

i

Φ̂k,i

k = 1, 2

Φ̂0,i = ŵ
−θ(1−γ)
0,i

ŵ0,i = (ŵti)
βG,t/(βG,ti +βGSi )(P̂ S

i )β
GS
i /(βG,ti +βGSi )

P̂ S
i =

(
K∏
k=0

Φ̂
βk,i/(1−γ)

k,i

)−βSGi /θ∏
l

(ŵli)
βS,li

where βG,s
′

i = β1,i

(
1−$′1,i

)
, βG,p

′

i = β2,i

(
1−$′2,i

)
, ŵ1,i = ŵsi , and ŵ2,i = ŵpi (where,

remember, in our estimation we impose β1,i = β1).

E Other Applications

We extend the counterfactual in Section 6.1 to look at how lower trade frictions of both types

affect French entry, exit, and number of buyers across firms with different initial productivity.

Table 14 shows changes in the number of active French producers and exporters by decile

of firm efficiency and for the top 1%. (The bottom row reports changes in totals, repeating

the numbers in Table 7 for active producers from France.)51 Note, from the first two columns,

that the two experiments have almost identical effects in destroying firms at the low end of

the efficiency distribution. But the second two columns show that reduced matching frictions,

as opposed to reduced iceberg costs, generates little entry into exporting. Instead, as shown

51The results of the corresponding iceberg counterfactual from EKK appear in their Tables IV-VI on pages
1493-1495. Despite the fact that the two counterfactuals use a different model, different base years (1986
rather than 2012), and different firm groupings (by sales rather than by efficiency), the implications across
firms of lower iceberg costs are strikingly similar.
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in the last column of Table 15, with lower matching frictions the most efficient firms, which

had the most buyers to begin with, gain even more. Total foreign buyers per exporter rises.

While the most efficient exporters also gain buyers when iceberg costs fall, as shown in the

second to last column of Table 15, this effect is more than offset by the entry of less efficient

exporters with few buyers, leaving total foreign buyers per exporter lower in this case.

Table 14
Reducing Trade Frictions: French Firm Entry and Exit by Productivity

Number of firms Number of exporters
Initial counterfactual to baseline Baseline counterfactual to baseline
productivity 10% fall 10% fall fraction 10% fall 10% fall

percentile: in dni in λ
−1/θ
ni exporting: in dni in λ

−1/θ
ni

0 to 10 0.58 0.57 0.000 - -
10 to 20 0.68 0.68 0.000 24.00 1.00
20 to 30 0.76 0.76 0.000 13.60 1.00
30 to 40 0.84 0.83 0.001 11.13 1.07
40 to 50 0.91 0.91 0.003 8.52 1.08
50 to 60 0.97 0.96 0.009 6.48 1.10
60 to 70 1.00 0.99 0.037 4.74 1.12
70 to 80 1.00 1.00 0.166 2.95 1.13
80 to 90 1.00 1.00 0.665 1.39 1.07
90 to 99 1.00 1.00 0.998 1.00 1.00
99 to 100 1.00 1.00 1.000 1.00 1.00
Total 0.87 0.87 0.188 1.43 1.04

Notes: The shock applies to all source-destination pairs, with dii and λii unchanged.
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Table 15
Reducing Trade Frictions: French Firm Buyers by Productivity

Buyers per firm Foreign buyers per exporter
Initial counterfactual to baseline counterfactual to baseline
productivity 10% fall 10% fall 10% fall 10% fall

percentile baseline in dni in λ
−1/θ
ni baseline in dni in λ

−1/θ
ni

0 to 10 1.1 0.97 0.97 0.0 - -
10 to 20 1.3 0.92 0.92 1.0 1.00 1.00
20 to 30 1.6 0.87 0.87 1.0 1.00 1.00
30 to 40 2.0 0.82 0.82 1.0 1.00 1.00
40 to 50 2.8 0.78 0.78 1.0 1.01 1.00
50 to 60 4.3 0.77 0.75 1.0 1.03 1.00
60 to 70 7.0 0.78 0.75 1.0 1.09 1.00
70 to 80 12.8 0.82 0.78 1.1 1.30 1.02
80 to 90 29.1 0.89 0.82 2.1 1.92 1.11
90 to 99 185.5 0.96 0.90 33.8 1.64 1.27
99 to 100 3029.3 1.05 1.08 1340.6 1.26 1.34
Total 53.2 1.14 1.13 88.4 0.94 1.27

Notes: The shock applies to all source-destination pairs, with dii and λii unchanged.
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